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SAINT GEORGE: ICONOGRAPHY. 

WORD AND IMAGE IN THE CYCLES OF THE LIFE OF SAINT GEORGE 

 

Three Athonite icons of St George with scenes of his life are brought to our attention. 

In the first one, a 17th century icon, kept in the Pantokrator Monastery, we can see the various 

tortures of St George depicted: thrown into a prison with a heavy stone on his chest, tortured 

on a spiked wheel, thrown into a lime pit, forced to drink a cup of poison, beaten with ox-hide 

thongs... For the audience used to the immense number of hagiographic stories, the scenes seem 

familiar and refer to the Life of the Saint. On the second icon of the 16th century, which is kept 

in Agiou Pavlou (St Paul’s) Monastery, we find that some of the scenes from the previous icon 

here are absent, including the widespread scene with the torture in the lime pit (the iconographic 

choice has rejected this moment from the text of the Life). Then, the scenes that are repeated 

and which have textual correspondence with an episode of the Life are depicted in a different 

way (especially discernible are the differences in the iconography of the torture with the stone, 

as well as with the added scene of the Angel who delivers St George after his torture on a 

wheel). We also see new scenes – like the torture in the cauldron and the torture with the saw, 

which correspondences we will have to look for in older versions of the text, have long not been 

part of the canon. When we shed an eye on the third icon – from the end of the 19th century in 

the refectory of the Zographou Monastery – the feeling of familiarity and difference is 

deepening. We do not find some of the scenes (the tortures with the saw and the cauldron), and 

others seem to be additionally written: the widespread scene of the torture with a wheel unfolds 

to the scene with the Angel, who saves St George (here we see iconographic closeness to the 

icon of the Pantokrator Monastery, but not to that of Agiou Pavlou). A novelty in the Zographou 

icon is the scene in which a widow donates a pillar to St George. Its textual correspondence is 

again not present in the Life, however this time it is not in the early editions of the Martyrdom, 

but in the tradition of the Miracles.  

Images born of words, but words that have a different destiny in the age-old 

hagiographic tradition: defining, in one period, abandoned in another, until finally some of them 

are established within the framework of the canon, while others fall into oblivion. What was 
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already depicted keeps the memory of those verbal rotations, and the eye of the contemporary 

man is destined to sense the dialogue between the images and the texts. In this dialogue the 

appearance of hermeneias (icon-painters’ manuals or guides) plays a key role. These manuals 

have the function of doubling, but also deleting the word: following the canon, they selectively 

amplify certain episodes of the Life at the expense of others, but also consciously “forget” the 

old text versions. The manuals also differ from one another as text, as an impact, and in the 

register of the included scenes. Fortunately, there is a complex set of factors that define a certain 

iconographic program – from the character of the liturgy and the specificities of the Church to 

the donors and iconographers – otherwise, certain aspects of the word would have long been 

forgotten. We come to an enviable iconographic equilibrium: we read while we look at, but also 

see, while we read; the word gives life to the images, but also the images “bring to life” (the 

forgotten) word. 

The following pages are dedicated to this dynamics between the word and the image 

that accompanies every attempt to have a look into the cycles of the life of St George. My first 

steps, more than fifteen years ago, to the dialogue between word and image remembered a few 

“magical” phrases: of St Nilus of Sinai (5th century) that the icon is intended to instruct those 

who cannot read the Scriptures; of Pope Gregory the Great (6th century) that illiterates, by 

watching the icon, can read what they cannot read in the manuscripts; and finally, of John of 

Damascus (8th century) that the icons, for uneducated people, are what books are for those who 

can read; they are the same for the sight what is the speech for the hearing. Today I know that 

all these words point only to the outer part of the dialogue between word and image. And while 

they are true, they do not answer the questions, they only lead to them – not just because they 

a priori exclude the one who is able to read and see, but also because the meaning and function 

of the image is not limited to the discovery and understanding of the text, which evokes it. The 

visual message has another articulation, different syntax, and in turn “brings to life” the text 

that evokes it: it adds but also omits; amplifies but also weakens. The image is palimpsest with 

respect to the word that inspired it: it seems to erase in order to write it itself, but in fact the 

traces of word are more vivid than ever inside the depicted image. 

While looking at the scenes on the icon in Pantokrator, I recall the memory of the entire 

Life of St George (with all the resulting circumstances that make me both humble and proud of 

the Saint’s heroism), but I actually revive certain episodes (pages) of the Life much stronger 
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than others (I do not unfold the episode in which St George distributed his wealth to the poor; 

as to me, the visual “Life” begins after that – with the brilliant apology of Christianity before 

the Emperor Diocletian). The icon from Zographou refectory reaches the same, but in other 

way. The richer the register of the scenes depicted, the stronger the illusion is that the visual 

and text narrative coincide (that I read almost the whole Life, in the words of Gregory the 

Great). When only a few scenes from the Life are depicted, the reading poses the issue not only 

of the context of the choice of the iconographic program, but also of the unequal dialogue 

between the text and the images. In the Zographou katholikon, the scenes from the Life are two 

(“St George in front of Diocletian” and “The torture on a wheel”), and in St George’s Chapel 

in Agiou Pavlou Monastery in front of us is the dialogue between the altar icon in which St 

George is depicted in a deisis position with his cut head in his hand and the impressive wall-

painting of “St George slaying the dragon” (a rare scene from the dragon-slaying storyline, in 

which St George does not fall into the expected scheme “on a horse,” but stranding, with a foot 

stepping on the dragon, punching it with a spear). The visual reading is intense – I have, from 

several scenes of the pars pro toto principle, to resume the Life and the meaning of the 

achievement, and this makes the sense of viewing into them much stronger. Not less impressive 

are the two scenes in Zographou, which are also eye-catching because of the scale of the image, 

and because of the bright handwriting of the iconographer Metrophanes. Conversely, the 

multiple scenes at the Xenophontos Monastery reach their meaningful suggestions extensively 

– they “take” the spectator throughout the Life and accumulate the acquired sensations. The 

truth is that both directions of text referencing take full part in the dynamics between text and 

image. 

What the image does with the vast text body, including all versions through the ages, is 

to map it. The cycles of the life are maps from the territory of the word; the choice of scenes in 

them makes the vast territory of the word seem unequal. The very territory of the word within 

itself has been torn apart with regard to choice – it is enough to recall only the case attributed 

for a long time to Pope Gelasius and his decree, which in the 5th century banned the reading of 

St George’s martyrdom. Signs of disapproval (from the accumulation of cruel tortures, deaths, 

and resurrections) have also existed over the following centuries. The early pre-metaphrastic 

texts of St George’s martyrdom have repeatedly provoked the reproaches of the Church and 

have been changed up to the 8th century. And in this complex, fragmented textural territory, 
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the iconographic choices produce a double effect: some of the images validate the canonical 

now of the word, another part of the images recall old editions rejected by the canon and show 

that they remember what was before. Mount Athos, as we shall see, is a strong confirmation of 

the first and strictly follow the Life in its iconographic programs. In the “iconographic” Mount 

Athos, what was before seems to be forgotten. At the same time, the Balkans, sharing 

geographic and spiritual territories with Mount Athos, as well as some other territories on the 

periphery of a former Byzantium, also prefer earlier texts of St George’s martyrdom. These 

differences in the direction of correspondence of the word and image in the cycles of the life of 

St George are at the heart of iconography. 

* 

The present volume is a continuation of the 2015 book Saint George: Great Martyr, 

Wonder-maker, and Victory-bearer, in which I presented the life and the achievements of the 

Saint in the context of Mount Athos, the Holy Land and Bulgaria, as well as his miraculous 

Zographou icons. Although I noted the main iconographic types and some contamination 

between them, I left the iconography of St George’s hagiographic cycle as a subject of a separate 

study, with the proviso that without it, the image of St George remains incomplete. The cycles 

of the life of St George (as textology and as iconography) have been objects of writings many 

times on various occasions. The character of the book, however, incites to look and choose a 

position amidst the vast literature than an in-depth debate and discussion of the various aspects.1 

Again, the character of the book is the one that presses me in choosing a pattern of description, 

which I have already used in the book The Holy Apostles Peter and Paul. This pattern functions 

successfully in describing and exploring the vast corpuses (as evidenced, for example, by Nancy 

Shevchenko’s work on the cycles of the life of St Nicholas and Temily Mark-Weiner on those 

of St George).2 In fact, in the work of Mark-Weiner, which catalogues 113 cycles of lives (or 

parts of them) for the period from the 10th to the beginning of the 18th century, one can find 

one of the most comprehensive glances with regard to the iconography of St George (in 

Bulgaria, G. Atanassov is very much based on this study in his book on St George).3 Mark 

Weiner’s classical work, published more than four decades ago, can and should be 

supplemented and corrected both by gathering new material (something that has been done in 

recent years),4 as well as by considering in a new context the attitude of the scenes from the 

cycles of the life to the various literary editions of the texts for Saint George. Ana Stoykova’s 
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book, St George the Victory-bearer, provides me with grounds for this reasoning.5 I am 

convinced that her long-term research brings orderliness in the observation and speaking of the 

texts underlying St George’s iconography. Thus, the methodological and critical aspects appear 

to be outlined: on the one hand, I can use in the iconography language type for the hagiographic 

literature, related to St George, which can unify the various and sometimes inaccurate naming 

of scenes in the cycle of the life (even the in-depth study by Mark-Weiner suffers it). On the 

other hand, I can use a well-established iconographic model of description, not just adding new 

material to the corpus of the texts under discussion (and thus allowing new interpretations and 

evaluations), but reinforcing (in some aspects) and correcting (in other aspects) observations on 

individual scenes and the corpus as a whole. 

In her study, Mark-Weiner included entirely the Byzantine heritage until the mid-15th 

century, and the omissions in the catalogue of her book are minimal. In the period after the fall 

of Constantinople until the beginning of the 18th century, when the time range of her study ends 

up, more additions could be made. It is logical that they increase for the period of the 19th 

century, even realized only through the prism of the Bulgarian Revival. If, to this picture, the 

universality of the Balkans is added – a project that requires much larger research efforts – the 

corpus would increase significantly. The material studied by Mark-Weiner includes early 

hagiographic cycles from Cappadocia and Georgia from the 10th to the 12th centuries, 

important for the iconography of St George icons from the 13th to the 17th century, preserved 

wall-painting programs, such as those in Staro Nagoricino and Visoki Dečani, semi-preserved 

wall-painting programs such as those in St Sophia in Kiev and Recani, or even lost – like the 

hagiographic cycle in Kurbinovo. Together with the many attributes of churches in Greece, 

Romania and the territory of the former Yugoslavia, her catalogue is a solid basis for further 

research. Along with it, I add new hagiographic cycles that she does not include in her study 

(or includes incomplete and inaccurate) so that the total volume of the study forms a corpus of 

160 cycles of the life of St George from the 10th to the end of the 19th century. 

With regard to Mount Athos, I first add several wall-painting cycles of St George (or 

scenes of them) in the Monasteries of Xenophontos (refectory, 1474-97), Dionysiou 

(katholikon, 1546-47), Agiou Pavlou (St George’s Chapel, 1552-55) and Zographou 

(katholikon, 1817). The frescoes at Xenophontos refectory represent the oldest hagiographic 

cycle of St George on Mount Athos, the frescoes in the katholikons of Dionysiou and 
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Docheiariou are work of the famous Tzortzis the Cretan, and several frescoes of the cycle in 

the Zographou katholikon are neglected by many researchers who have dealt with the cultural 

heritage of the Monastery.6 I complement and correct the frescoes of Hilandar (St George’s 

Chapel, 1684) and Dionysiou (St George’s Chapel, 1609), as there are many undescribed and 

wrongly described, as well as wrongly dated scenes in the book of Mark-Weiner. I also add 

several icons from the sacristy of Agiou Pavlou Monastery (3rd quarter of the 16th century), 

from the sacristy of the Pantokrator Monastery (1797) and from the refectory of the Zographou 

Monastery (1897, monk Benjamin), as well as several prints from the Zographоu Monastery 

(1836-1870).  

With regard to the Bulgarian heritage, I first add wall-painting cycles, most of them 

thoroughly studied: from St George Golemi’s Church in Nessebar (1704), St Demetrius Church 

in Arbanassi (mid-16th century), St John the Baptist’s Chapel in the Nativity of Christ Church 

in Arbanassi (1632), the old Church of St George in the Glozhene Monastery (18th century), St 

George Church in the village of Zlatolist, in the region of Melnik (1876), St Nicholas’s Church 

in the village of Vrav, Vidin District, St George Church in Sapareva Banya (1883) and St 

George Church in Bistritsa (1883). I also add separate fresco scenes from the cycle, showing 

the dynamics in the selection when the repertoire does not allow the inclusion of more than one 

or two scenes. In such cases, the perception of tortures in the Life is most often borne out of the 

scenes of “The beheading” (sometimes contaminated with “The death of Empress Alexandra” 

scene as it is in the Rozhen Monastery) and “St George tortured on a wheel”. Such scenes can 

be found in the Bistreshki Monastery of St John the Theologian /Kasinets/ (1540), the Rozhen 

Monastery of the Mother of God (1732), the Churches of St John the Baptist in the village of 

Varbovo (1652), St Athanasius in the village of Arbanassi (1667) and St Demetrius in the 

village of Teshovo (1844), followed by icons of St George with scenes of his life from Bulgaria 

(also extensively researched in their most part): an icon from St Nicholas’s Church in the town 

of Melnik (late 15th century – the first third of the 16th century), an icon /from the town of 

Nessebar/ at the National Church History and Archaeology Museum, No. 3919 (end of the 16th 

century, Constantine), an icon kept at the National Museum of History (1610), an icon from the 

Church of the Mother of God in Veliko Tarnovo (John from Chevindol, 1684), an icon from St 

Nicholas’s Church in the village of Zheravna (1777), an icon of Yoanikiy Papa-Vitanov in the 

Kilifarevo Monastery of the Nativity of the Mother of God (1814), an icon from St George 
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Monastery in the town of Pomorie (1818); a miraculous icon from the Church in the Glozhene 

Monastery (scenes from his life were painted by the icon-painter John Popovich from the town 

of Elena in 1826); an icon at the National Archaeological Institute with Museum at the 

Bulgarian Academy of Sciences with an unknown origin (1829, the south part of the Bulgarian 

Black Sea Coast?), an icon from the Church of the Dormition in the town of Koprivshtitsa 

(1837, Zahari Zograph), an icon in the crypt of the Plovdiv Bishopric (the first half of the 19th 

century), an icon by Simeon Simeonov at the Specialized Museum of Wood Carving and Icon 

Painting – the town of Tryavna (1872), an icon in St George Church in the village of Bistritsa 

(1883); an icon in the crypt of St Alexander Nevsky Patriarchal Cathedral Stauropigial 

Memorial Church in Sofia of unknown origin (19th century) and an icon from St George Church 

in the town of Razlog (1902).7  

Among the other images of St George with scenes of his life that I add to the corpus, 

described by Mark-Weiner, first are two altar crosses from Georgia – from the Jvari Monastery 

(15th century), kept in the Art Museum of Georgia in Tbilisi, and from Sadgeri (16th century), 

made by Master Mamne and also kept in the Art Museum of Georgia in Tbilisi. I also add 

several icons from the 16th to the 19th centuries, as follows: an icon from the Central Andrey 

Rublev Museum of Ancient Russian Culture and Art in Moscow (16th century), an icon from 

the Ethnographic Museum of Veliky Ustyug (16th century), an icon from St Nicholas’s Church 

in Korçë, kept at the National Museum of Medieval Art in Korçë, Albania (16th century), and 

another icon in the same museum from the 18th century; an icon from the Byzantine Museum 

in Kastoria (16th century); an icon from the Architectural-Ethnographic Museum of the 

Vologda region (17th century); an icon of the icon painter Simon Ushakov in the Local History 

Museum of Cherepovets (18th century), an icon from the Sinai Icon Collection of Princeton 

University (18th century; Michigan Inventory Number 1159).8 On the basis of a detailed study 

of the corpus of 160 different sources with scenes of the life of St George, covering a whole 

millennium, from the beginning of the 10th to the end of the 19th century, I will try to point out 

first the “preferences” of the images to the texts, namely whether they follow or not the 

normative text of the Life; the specific types of text to which the images most often refer, 

especially when the question are pre-metaphrastic versions of the text. At the same time, I will 

point out the preferences for the images themselves – the most frequently depicted scenes 
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during this period of ten centuries and the more characteristic features of the iconography when 

depicted in the relevant contexts. 

The basis of the arrangement of the iconographic subjects included in the book is the 

Life of Saint George, which, from the end of the 19th century to the present day, the Zographou 

Monastery has repeatedly reprinted under the name: The Life, Martyrdom and Miracles of the 

Holy Great Martyr, Victory-bearer and Wonder-maker George (further in the text: The Life).9 

It is known that it follows the text of the Cheti-Minei, or Menologion (Monthly Readings) by 

Saint Demetrius (Dimitry) of Rostov, written during the last decade of the 17th century and 

completed in 1700. His text is closest to the late texts of Diocletian type, which, as Ana 

Stoykova points out in her work, were formed between the 8th and the 10th century and entered 

in Bulgaria in the 14th century through translations in the hagiographic-panegyric collections, 

and is very close to the text of Nikita David, included in the 10th century Menologion by 

Symeon Metaphrastes. In other words, the Life consciously does not keep the memory of the 

earliest editions of St George’s Martyrdom. This requires a good orientation in the distribution 

of the hagiographic works about Saint George (with emphasis on the Balkans) both in the 

foreign language and in the South Slavic medieval tradition.  

The circulation of the Martyrdom outlines a verbal tradition that I can briefly summarize 

on the basis of Ana Stoykova’s observations (who critically understands the tradition after 

Krumbacher), and after her I further use the names of the four types of text in which I will seek 

correlations of the images of the cycles of the life of St George: the “Early Martyrdom” (also: 

“Passio prima,” “The Martyrdom”), the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type,” the 

“Martyrdom by Pasicrates” (Normative text) and the “Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ 

Menologion.”10 The beginning of this tradition dates back to the end of the 4th and the 

beginning of the 5th century – these are texts of the ancient Dadianus type presented in the 

Vienna palimpsest and other later Greek manuscripts as well as in the Latin and Oriental 

tradition. No later than the beginning of the 6th century, the so-called “early Diocletian types” 

appeared, in which the legendary Dadianus was replaced by the real Diocletian (there are also 

manuscripts of mixture between Dadianus and Diocletian texts) and a number of motives of the 

Martyrdom, which had been considered unacceptable, lose ground. The late Diocletian type 

occurred at the end of the 6th century until the beginning of the 8th century. Among them is the 

so-called “Normative type,” which is later considered as the official text of the Church and 
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passed into the liturgical books. Together with the 10th century Menologion by Symeon 

Metaphrastes, these are the most widespread writings on St George, which in the following 

centuries are circulated in numerous manuscripts. Along with them, the “Early Martyrdom” is 

still copied and read, though sometimes in collections of apocryphal works. Unfortunately, we 

cannot outline such a map of the visual tradition of the pre-Iconoclastic period, which means 

that, in terms of the dynamics between texts and images, we have very scarce data for the first 

centuries since the beginning of the circulation of the Martyrdom. There is every reason to 

believe that the text of the “Early Martyrdom” is one of the first translated in Old Bulgarian 

writings on St George – not later than the 10th century. The translations of the other text of 

Dadianus type are also dated from the same time. What is more: the “Second Martyrdom of 

Dadianus type” became part of the Cheti-Minei (Monthly Readings) of Preslav, and, according 

to Ana Stoykova, was more popular in the Slavic tradition than in the Greek one. The two late 

texts of Diocletian type– the “Martyrdom by Pasicrates” (Normative text) and the “Martyrdom 

of Metaphrastes’ Menologion” – were translated during the first half of the 14th century and 

placed in newborn official liturgical collections under the 23rd of April. This means that, with 

regard to the dynamics between texts and images in the South Slavic tradition, we have a 

significantly more reliable basis for the period between the 10th and the 14th centuries, both 

with regard to the early versions of the Martyrdom (and especially for the “Second Martyrdom 

of Dadianus type”), as well as for the late texts of Diocletian type. The first ones have already 

been translated and spread not only in Greek but also in Old Bulgarian (included in the liturgy), 

since the latter have not been translated yet (not included as liturgical texts) and circulate only 

in Greek – and this reflected on the choice of the iconographic scheme and even on the 

description of the scenes. 

The fact that the visual material we have today reveals a much richer picture than the 

late texts of Diocletian type suggest, leads us to the conclusion that matches often have to be 

found in pre-metaphrastic versions of the text of the Martyrdom. That is why, in the dialogue 

between word and image, we have two compliance directions with different dynamics. The first 

one is normative, because the images should correspond to the prescriptions of the normative 

source text. Between images and source text are the hermeneias (painting manuals for icon-

painters) which amplify the sound of the normative text. This position of the hermeneias should 

not surprise – they are on the side of the canon and follow the line of the Life drawn after 
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Symeon Metaphrastes; there are no recommendations and guidelines in them to depict texts 

from the early versions of the Martyrdom. Images in this direction of compliance should comply 

with double-set text norms. The second direction of compliance is not normative: the 

correspondences are in the direction not of the Life, but of old versions of the Martyrdom. For 

this reason, we do not have a textual mediator in the face of the hermeneias. Dynamics is only 

between image and source text; the images in this direction of correspondence match to texts 

that are neither normative nor doubled. That is the reason the iconographic stories in the book 

are presented in two sections. The first brings together scenes of the Life’s episodes, and it is 

noted which scenes in it were passed into the hermeneias. The second section brings together 

scenes outside of the Life (or, respectively, outside the hermeneias), which versions of the 

Martyrdom contained in time, but were omitted in the later editions. There are also miracles in 

the above-cited Zographou book on St George which are not in the Life (most of them long 

known in the hagiographical literature, but also new ones for the tradition connected with 

Mount Athos). After the 12th century, some of them were incidentally included in the 

hagiographic cycles of St George. Since their presentation and circulation is not corresponding 

to the episodes of the Life and the early revisions of the Martyrdom, and some of them have 

been dealt with in the previous book of St George, they are outside the scope of the study.11  

In terms of icon-painters’ manuals, I follow five hermeneias. To the three hermeneias 

used so far in the series of the Athoniada Library, due to the peculiar nature of the changes in 

St George’s Life through the ages, I add here two additional hermeneias – “The Book of Priest 

Daniel” (“Књига попа Данила”) (1674), which contains 16 scenes, and “Hermeneia of 

Zografski Family” (“Ерминија породице Зографски”) (from the year 1728; also known as 

“Hermeneia of Zografski Family from Veles”, hereinafter referred to in the text as “Hermeneia 

of Zografski”), which contains 8 scenes.12 Dionysius of Fourna’s hermeneia serves as a classical 

reference book not only to Mount Athos’ art, but also partly to the art of the Balkans, including 

the Bulgarian one during the Revival. The hermeneia of Varban G. Kolarov (1863) is an 

example of the latter, and I add to it the first translation in Slavonic language of the Dionysius’ 

hermeneia – “Ерминија породице Зографски,” as it extends the scope of following Dionysius 

throughout the Slavonic world, and in particular, on the Balkans. Dicho Zograph’s hermeneia 

is an example of a critical reflection of the tradition, as it has many differences from the 

Dionysius’ hermeneia. “The Book of Priest Daniel” is an attempt to look at the century 
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preceding Dionysius, at least because of the fact that two times more episodes of St George’s 

life are offered for depiction. Dionysius described a total of nine stories under the title “Miracles 

of the Holy Great Martyr George,” which V. G. Kolarov and the Hermeneia of Zografski follow 

almost verbatim, while Dicho Zograph includes a total of nineteen stories under the title 

“Tortures of St George.” The five hermeneias are canonical in terms of following the text source 

– there are no scenes from the early versions of the Martyrdom, which, due to disapproval, have 

been omitted as text long time ago. Nonetheless, they share only a few scenes and differ in 

terms of choosing others. Some of the scenes we encounter only in the hermeneia of Dicho 

Zograph (“The widow’s pillar,” “St George rescuing the youth from captivity,” “St George and 

the dragon”), others only in that of priest Daniel (“The Empress confessing Christianity,” “The 

sentence over St George and Empress Alexandra,” “The death of Empress Alexandra”). The 

scenes, common to the five hermeneias considered, are nine and quite expectedly, these are the 

“normative” scenes from Dionysius of Fourna’s hermeneia: “St George standing before 

Diocletian,” “St George tortured in prison with a large stone,” “St George tortured on a wheel,” 

“St George thrown into a lime pit,” “St George tortured with red-hot iron shoes,” “St George is 

given a cup of poison,” “St George raising the dead man,” “St George restoring the ox of 

Glycerius to life” and “The beheading of St George” (it is remarkable that an extremely 

emblematic episode like the one in which St George destroyed idols is not included in the 

Dionysius’ hermeneia). 

Once we have the idea of chronology of the changes in the text and the more important 

versions that the images follow, the logical question is how does a brief chronology of the cycles 

of the life of St George look like? Although we also have early images of St George (the Sinai 

icon of the 6th century depicting the Mother of God on a throne with the Child, flanked by two 

military saints, Theodore and George), the earliest icons with scenes from his life we have are 

from the post-Iconoclastic period. In fact, a scene associated with St George is also that part of 

the Madaba Map (end of 5th century) depicting his martyrium in Lydda (Diospolis), so it can 

be said that the earliest known depiction so far related to the life of the Saint is not his image, 

but the place of his martyrdom, that is, the earliest known depiction of St George functions as 

a synecdoche. The scene “The torture of St George on a wheel” from the Chludov Psalter dates 

back to 9th century. Over the next two centuries, in some of the rock churches in Göreme, 

Cappadocia, occasionally other scenes of the cycle of his life – “Interrogation of St George,” 
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“St George tortured on a wheel,” “St George tortured with red-hot iron shoes,” “St George 

tortured with a saw” and most often “St George and the dragon” are found. However, we did 

not have more complete cycles until the 11th century. Here, of course, account must be taken 

of cases of contamination that allows the depiction of more than one episode of the Life within 

an ostensibly distinct scene; that is, what we commonly call a scene refers to the understanding 

of iconicity, but not necessarily to a specific episode of the Life, and sometimes to two or more 

(in the case of contamination). I will give only two examples. In the Kremikovtsi Monastery 

we have clearly distinguished (framed) fourteen scenes from the Life of St George. In one of 

them, however, two episodes of the Life were contaminated (“Christ raising St George after the 

torture on a wheel”13 and “St George appearing before the Emperor Diocletian /after the torture 

on a wheel/”), that is, the depicted episodes of the Life are fifteen. The second example is a 

famous fresco from St George Golemi’s Church in the town of Nessebar, included in the Corpus 

of the Wall Paintings in Bulgaria from 18th century.14 The description of the scene “St George 

raising the dead man” followed by a description of the scene “St George is given a cup of 

poison,” for which it is said: “According to As. Vasiliev; not saved.” In fact, the two episodes 

of the Life are contaminated in a common picture field, with the scene with giving the poison 

taking up two-thirds of it (left and center part), and the scene with the resurrection of the dead 

man takes the right part of the field. Images that run as a continuous discourse force to cut the 

scenes without their framing (Xenophontos, Staro Nagoricino) or even within the framed field 

itself (Pantokrator, Visoki Dečani, Nessebar). This makes me careful when defining the scenes, 

noting the ways in which they relate to the episodes in the Life, and especially the cases of 

contamination. In my text below, I will focus primarily on the images of Mount Athos and 

Bulgaria, as well as on those cycles of the life, which are missing in the catalog of Temily Mark-

Weiner and which I add so that I can build a fuller picture. Nevertheless, the character of the 

publication also calls for some of the more important things related to the iconography of the 

cycles of the life of St George included in her book – in which I will note in particular the 

presence of episodes from the early versions of the Martyrdom. 

The earliest so far known hagiographic scenes related to St George and emerged 

precisely as shaped cycle, are, as I said, dating back to the 11th century. One of them is in St 

George’s Chapel of Saint Sophia Cathedral in Kiev, but unfortunately some of them are not 

preserved and the rest are in poor condition. Relatively well preserved are the scenes “St George 
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standing before Diocletian,” “Empress Alexandra confessing Christianity” and “St George 

thrown into a lime pit.” For scenes such as “St George tortured with red-hot iron shoes,” “The 

beheading of St George,” “St George tortured with hooks” and “The death of Empress 

Alexandra” we may judge by separate fragments and previous descriptions.15 Fortunately, the 

other early 11th-century life scenes are preserved in a very good condition. They are depicted 

on an altar cross from Seti, which is today preserved in Svaneti Historical and Ethnographic 

Museum in Mestia, Georgia,16 and have a total of ten episodes (two of them – “The prayer of 

St. George” and “The beheading of St George,” clearly separated in all text editions, here are 

contaminated). All the scenes follow the Martyrdom from Symeon Metaphrastes’ Menologion, 

except for “St George tortured with hooks” following an episode of “Passio prima.” The fact 

that it is placed in the center of the image field gives the iconographic scheme additional 

connotations: each reference of the peripheral images is canonical; on the other hand, the central 

image points to apocryphal text. From the end of the 11th or the beginning of the 12th century 

we have an icon with twelve scenes of the life of St George, kept in the National Art Museum 

of Ukraine in Kiev.17 All the scenes in it, unlike the altar cross in Mestia, follow strictly the 

Metaphrastes’ Menologion. 

In the 12th century, scenes of the life appeared in the narthex of St George Church in 

the Djurdjevi Stupovi Monastery, Novi Pazar (around 1170-1175), of which only two are 

fragmentarily preserved and the third scene is almost unrecognizable (in the fullest form is “St 

George tortured on a wheel”, and remnants of “The beheading of St George” are also visible). 

Mark-Weiner insists that the scenes are four and adds the scene of the flagellation of St George 

(without specifying which of the two possible scenes lays behind this title) and the stage with 

the heated copper bed (as G. Atanassov does).18 In view of the placement of cycles of tortures 

in the different versions of the Martyrdom, two similar neighboring scenes exist in the “Second 

Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /9/, namely – the torture on copper plank-bed and the sticks 

punishment, as these two episodes follow immediately the torture on a wheel /8/, and it is quite 

possible that this text was at the basis of the iconographic program in the Djurdjevi Stupovi 

Monastery (the reason for such an assumption is the insistence of Ana Stoykova on the strong 

distribution of this Dadianus type in the South Slavonic tradition). Late versions of Diocletian 

type have not yet been translated into Slavonic language, and in the “Early Martyrdom” – 

although such tortures exist – they are scattered in various places in the text, e.g. in the torture 
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with molten lead, large stone and smoke in some of the Greek versions /16/, St George is 

crucified on an iron bed (however, it is missing in all Slavonic versions), while flagellation is 

in his first torture with dry ox-hide thongs, salt in the wounds and horsehair /6/. Only in the 

textual scheme of the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type,” the three above-mentioned 

episodes (without the beheading, inevitability put at the end of the story) are next to each other. 

Unfortunately, in St George Church in Kurbinovo, painted a little later in 1191, there are no 

preserved scenes from the hagiographic cycle of St George. Only on the right side of the front 

door of the church, on the southern façade, there are traces of four scenes that, as the authors 

made reference to the wall-paintings, Grozdanov and Migsvish, write, can be identified “quite 

hypothetically.”19 In the second half of the 12th century (in Ikvi and Pavnisi, Georgia), for the 

first time, some of St George’s miracles – “The miracle with the Saracen” and “The miracle 

with the son of Leon” – appeared, and at the end of the same century the bishop’s church of 

Mani, Greece, includes two rarely depicted scenes of miracles: “St George appearing in the 

dream of Theopistus” and “The Theopistus’ table” (all later included in the Zographou edition 

of the miracles of St George).20 

Characteristic of its diversity is the Byzantine icon from St Catherine’s Monastery on 

Mount Sinai, Egypt, from the first half of the 13th century, presenting St George with twenty 

hagiographic scenes 21 (three of them present the series of meetings between St George and the 

Emperor at various times according to the chronology of the Martyrdom). Until the 15th 

century, the Mt Sinai icon offered the widest iconographic material from the Life, when the 

icon of the church in Rogozhskoe Cemetery in Moscow depicted twenty-two scenes from the 

Life (a century later in Romania, several wall-painting cycles with over twenty scenes 

appeared).22 For the first time in a hagiographic icon, the scenes from early versions of the 

Martyrdom – “St George tortured with burning candles,” “St George tortured with hooks” and 

“The burial of St George”, appeared. Among the scenes from the Life, impressive is “The vision 

of St George in the prison” (here is “The miracle with the dragon” – a scene in which St 

George’s posture as a triumphant precedes the variant that we will see later developed in the 

frescoes from Staro Nagoricino and Visoki Dečani). Scenes from the early versions of the 

Martyrdom, this time four, are also found in a 13th-century icon of the Life of St George, 

preserved in the Byzantine and Christian Museum in Athens:23 “St George tortured with hooks,” 

“The burial of St George,” “St George beaten with dry ox-hide thongs” and “St George tortured 
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with red-hot helmet.” The last two scenes appear for the first time on an icon from the Life of 

St George, such as “St George tortured with red-hot helmet” is not found elsewhere in the 

research corpus.  

Immediately following them is the icon of the 14th century, which represents St George 

and seventeen scenes from his Life, kept in the Treasury of the Patriarchate of Pec. As only one 

of them depicts the meeting of the Saint with the Emperor, it is the icon that follows that of 

Sinai as a value of the preserved depicted stories. Here scenes of the life of St George, never 

been depicted until then, appear, such as “The flagellation of St George on a pillar,” “The 

miracle with the sfoungato” and “The miracle with the son of Leon.” Unfortunately, some of 

the scenes in the reputable edition “Icons from the Balkans. Sinai, Greece, Bulgaria, 

Yugoslavia”24 are mistakenly described by Svetozar Radojčić, “The baptism of the King’s 

daughter” (obviously “Empress Alexandra confessing Christianity”) and “St George in the 

church: the miracle with the peas” (talking about the miracle with the “sfoungato,” or – as in 

Zographou texts sometimes the Greek word is translated – “baked egg casserole”). Another 

icon of the early 14th century, with fourteen hagiographic scenes, is kept at the State Russian 

Museum in St Petersburg.25 The central composition, depicting the miracle with the dragon, 

gives a complete look of the iconography in which the king’s daughter leads the dragon tied on 

a belt, followed by St George as a triumphant. Here depicted are the scenes “St George tortured 

with a saw,” “St George thrown in a cauldron,” “St George tortured with molten lead” along 

with the already known scenes “St George tortured with hooks” and “St George tortured with 

burning candles” – all they references to episodes of the two early texts of Dadianus type that 

the canon forsake. To the 14th century belongs the icon of St George Church in Struga, North 

Macedonia, with sixteen scenes of the Life.26 There are predominantly those of Symeon 

Metaphrastes’ Menologion, but there are also a few scenes referring to the early versions of the 

Martyrdom: “St George tortured in a cauldron,” “St George tortured with pliers,” “St George 

tortured with molten lead,” “St George tortured on a hot iron bed” and “St George tortured with 

hooks.” The 14th century also includes the famous hagiographic cycles of Staro Nagoricino 

(1317-1318), Visoki Dečani (1334) and Recani (1370). The Cycle of Staro Nagoricino, work 

of the icon-painters Michael and Eutychius, follows the Martyrdom in Metaphrastes’ 

Menologion and clearly describes the king’s name as Diocletian (a scene that deserves special 

attention here is “Magnentius challenging St George to restore a dead man to life,” here is the 
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first appearance on the scene of “St George is given a cup of poison”). Nevertheless, the cycle 

includes episodes of early versions such as “St George tortured with hooks,” ”St George 

tortured with nails,” “The burial of St George.”27 The last scene is found in both early texts, the 

first one only occurs in the Early Martyrdom, and the second only in the Second Martyrdom of 

Dadianus type. The wall-painting program in Staro Nagoricino is a complex contamination: it 

combines both normative and apocryphal texts as well as different texts of Dadianus type. There 

are no references to episodes from early versions of the text and in the scenes from Visoki 

Dečani three decades later, and what impresses here is “St George tortured with burning 

candles” and “St George crucified and beaten with dry ox-hide thongs,” which are not found in 

Staro Nagoricino (here the king torturing St George is clearly mentioned in the inscriptions as 

Dadianus and we have again mixture of the early types of the text).28 Among the scenes from 

Recani, we can see the extremely rare depiction of the conversation between St George and his 

father Gerontius, as well as the scene in which St George destroys the idols of silver and gold 

– both in episodes of the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type”.29 From the 15th to the 18th 

century, in the iconography of the cycle, along with the scenes of the normative text, scenes 

referring to the old versions of the Martyrdom, as well as scenes of St George’s miracles outside 

of his Life, continue “sneaking.”30 

From the 15th century onwards, cycles of the life of St George can also be found in 

Bulgaria. The earliest are the well-studied frescoes in the old church of the Kremikovtsi 

Monastery from 1493,31 as well as two icons – one from the town of Sozopol and the other from 

the town of Melnik.32 The icon of Sozopol, which deserves great interest (also included in the 

Mark-Weiner’s corpus), has an iconographic scheme that points to various text versions and 

still poses problems with the attribution of some scenes.33 Here we see “St George tortured with 

hooks,” “St George tortured in a cauldron,” “St George tortured with molten lead,” as well as 

the non-traditional scene “St George flagellated on a pillar upside down” – more scenes 

following the early editions of the Martyrdom than any other artefact from Bulgaria. In the 16th 

century, several scenes in the Bistreshki Monastery of St John the Theologian and the 

hagiographic cycle in St Demetrius Church in the village of Arbanassi, among which – due to 

its atypical iconographic scheme – the scene “St George in a lime pit” stands out.34  From the 

17th century we have inherited the famous frescoes in the Church of the Nativity of Christ (St 

John the Baptist’s Chapel, 1632) in Arbanassi, among which the three scenes with post-mortem 
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miracles related to the rescue of youths by St George deserve attention,35 as well as three 

hagiographic icons of St George – in the National Museum of History (from 1610), the National 

Church History and Archaeology Museum (16th - 17th century), and the in the crypt of St 

Alexander Nevsky Patriarchal Cathedral Church in Sofia (John from Chevindol, 1684),36 of 

which the first two keep mentioning early versions through the tortures with hooks (the National 

Museum of History; the National Church History and Archaeology Museum), and the torture 

in the cauldron (the National Church History and Archaeology Museum). In the 18th century, 

three Bulgarian churches of different fates also offer hagiographic scenes – in Nessebar, 

Glozhene Monastery and Vrav. St George Golemi’s Church in Nessebar was demolished in 

1958, but ten years ago the majority of the frescoes from 1704 were removed, transferred and 

preserved (most of them in the National Archaeological Institute with Museum at the Bulgarian 

Academy of Sciences). Among them is the scene “St George tortured with nails” from the 

“Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type”; there are also hypotheses about other /not preserved/ 

scenes of early versions of the Martyrdom.37 In 1915, the old church dedicated to St George 

collapsed in the Glozhene Monastery, and the wall-paintings of the hagiographic cycle did not 

survive. According to P. Mutafchiev, in the narthex, painted in the 18th century, there were two 

scenes from the early versions of the Martyrdom: “The torture of St George with a saw” and 

“The torture of St George with boiling pitch.”38 In St Nicholas’s Church (still existing) in the 

village of Vrav, we only find scenes from the Life.39 In the 19th century we have several icons 

with scenes of the Life in which we encounter a scene of the Early Martyrdom – “St George 

beaten with dry ox-hide thongs” (the crypt of St Alexander Nevsky Patriarchal Cathedral in 

Sofia, 19th century) and some post-mortem miracles of St George: “The pillar of the 

widow”(Glozhene Monastery, 1826, Koprivshtitsa, 1837, Plovdiv Bishopric, 19th century). “St 

George rescuing the youth from captivity” (Glozhene Monastery, 1826, Koprivshtitsa, 1837, 

Plovdiv Bishopric, 19th century).40 

On Mount Athos, the earliest preserved fresco of St George is from the end of the 13th 

century in the Protaton church and the earliest icon from the beginning of the 11th century is in 

the sacristy of Vatopedi Monastery. The depiction of cycles of the life of St George is with a 

later date. The frescoes in the Xenophontos refectory are dated from the end of the 15th century 

(1474-1479, the icon-painter is unknown). Most artefacts are dated from the middle of the 16th 

century: the frescoes in the katholikons of Dionysiou (1546, Tzortzis the Cretan), Docheiariou 
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(1567-1568), and in St George’s Chapel in Agiou Pavlou (1552-1555, Antonios); an icon with 

hagiographic scenes of St George in Agiou Pavlou and a silver reliquary in Dionysiou. From 

the 17th century are the frescoes in St George’s Chapel in the Monastery of Dionysiou (1609; 

monk Daniel), St George’s Chapel in the Hilandar Monastery (1684) and the icon in the 

Pantokrator Monastery. From the 19th century are the frescoes in the Zographou katholikon 

(1817; Metrophanes), the icon in the Zographou refectory (1897, monk Benjamin) and the 

stamps of the same monastery (1836-1870, the most popular is the paper icon “Zographou 

Monastery with fourteen hagiographic scenes of St George” on engraving on copper, made by 

monk Theophilus in 1836). 

There are two places on Mount Athos that the most complete preserved hagiographic 

cycle of St George are placed: at the refectory of the Xenophontos Monastery, and then in St 

George’s Chapel in the Dionysiou Monastery. The cycle in Xenophontos41 contains eighteen 

scenes, painted during the years 1474-1497 (there are places with later over-paintings) on the 

entire wall at the entrance to the refectory. Their description, according to the Corpus of the 

Wall Paintings of Mount Athos from 10th to 17th centuries is as follows: “St George standing 

before Diocletian,” “St George pierced with a spear,” “St George tortured with a stone,” “St 

George tortured on a wheel,” “An Angel healing St George after the torture on a wheel,” 

“Empress Alexandra confessing Christianity,” “St George thrown in a lime pit,” “St George 

standing [again] before Diocletian and Magnentius,” “St George tortured with red-hot iron 

shoes,” “St George tortured with ox-hide thongs,” “St George in the prison,” “St George is 

given a cup of poison,” “St George raising the dead man,” “The beheading of Athanasius the 

Sorcerer”,  “St George restoring the ox of Glycerius to life,” “St George destroying the idols,” 

“The beheading of St George,” “The death of Empress Alexandra.” The scenes follow strictly 

the Menologion of Symeon Metaphrastes. Eighteen scenes also contain the hagiographic cycle 

in the Dionysiou Monastery depicted in 1609 in St George’s Chapel. Their description, 

according to the Corpus of the Wall Paintings of Mount Athos from 10th to 17th centuries is as 

follows: “St George standing before Diocletian,” “St George tortured with red-hot iron shoes,” 

“St George is given a cup of poison,” “Athanasius confessing Christianity and the beheading 

of Athanasius,” “St George raising the dead man,” “St George destroying the idols,” “The 

Empress confessing Christianity,” ”The sentence over St George,” “The death of Alexandra,” 

“St George’s dying prayer,” “The beheading of St George,” “St George pierced with a spear,” 
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“St George tortured with stone in the prison,” “St George tortured on a wheel,” “St George 

thrown in a lime pit,” “St George beaten with ox-hide thongs,” “St George restoring the ox of 

Glycerius to life” and “The beheading of Glycerius” (Mark-Weiner points out only the first 

eleven of them in her catalogue, one being misrepresented).42 The katholikon of the Dionysiou 

Monastery includes four scenes of the cycle of the life of St George – “St George tortured on a 

wheel,” “An Angel taking out St George of a wheel,” “St George thrown in a lime pit” and 

“The beheading of St George,” all of which are part of the iconographic program painted by 

Tzortzis the Cretan in 1545. The chapel, dedicated to St George in Hilandar Monastery, presents 

nine wall paintings with scenes of the life of the Saint dated back to 1684: “St George standing 

before Diocletian,” “St George in the lime pit,” “St George tortured on a wheel,” “The 

beheading of St George,” “An Angel taking out St George of a wheel,” “Empress Alexandra 

confessing Christianity,” “St George tortured with red-hot iron shoes,”  “St George pierced with 

a spear,” “St George tortured with a stone” (Mark-Weiner points out in her catalogue only the 

first four, wrongly referring them to the middle of the 13th century).43 

An icon, dated back to the 16th century (85 x 63 cm) and kept in the sacristy of Agiou 

Pavlou (St Paul’s) Monastery on Mount Athos and, unfortunately, in a partially poor condition, 

contains twelve scenes: “St George standing before Diocletian,” “St George pierced with a 

spear,” “St George in the prison,” “St George tortured with a stone,” “St George tortured on a 

wheel,” “St George beaten with ox-hide thongs,” “St George destroying the idols,” “The 

beheading of St George,” “St George raising the dead man.” The icon impresses with the fact 

that it also contains three scenes that point to episodes of the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus 

type”: “St George tortured,” “St George tortured in a cauldron” and “St George tortured with 

nails,” which is unusual for Mount Athos. No episodes of “Passio prima”, nor the “Second 

Martyrdom of Dadianus type” are present among the images of Mount Athos, that is, we can 

speak of the normative arrangement of both the word and the image. Thus the images of Mount 

Athos differ from the picture of the Balkans, which strongly keeps the visual remembrance of 

the two versions of the Early Martyrdom. The icon of Agiou Pavlou is an essential exception, 

simply because it was painted outside Mount Athos and was given to the Monastery by a certain 

prince of Moldavia and Wallachia.44 Another icon from Mount Athos, this time dated back to 

the 17th century (129 x 96 cm) in the Pantokrator Monastery 45 on Mount Athos depicts 

seventeen scenes of the life of St George – the most complete hagiographic cycle of the Saint, 
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preserved on Mount Athos icon, all the scenes following Metaphrastes’ Menologion: “St 

George standing before Diocletian,” “St George pierced with a spear,” “St George tortured with 

a stone,” “St George tortured on a wheel,” “An Angel delivering St George,” “The Empress 

confessing Christianity,” “St George standing again before Diocletian,” “St George beaten with 

ox-hide thongs,” “St George thrown in a lime pit,” “St George tortured with nails,” “St George 

is given a cup of poison,” “St George raising the dead man,” “The death of Athanasius,” “St 

George restoring the ox of Glycerius to life,” “St George destroying the idols,” “The death of 

Alexandra,” “The beheading of St George.” 

The Bulgarian Monastery on Mount Athos, Zographou, presents relatively few frescoes 

from the hagiographic cycle of St George. Two of them stand out mostly: “St George standing 

before Diocletian” and “St George tortured on a wheel.” They were painted in 1817 in the newly 

built katholikon in a large format and in a central position above the entrance to the nave, where, 

along with the imposing scene of “St George enthroned” stand out as a kind of triptych 

dedicated to the patron Saint of the Monastery.46 We should add to them, however, several 

different as to the time wall paintings of the “Miracle with the dragon” in the katholikon, the 

old Church of the Dormition of the Mother of God, in the Chapels of Nativity of St John the 

Baptist and the Transfiguration of the Lord, a marble image from the altar of the old Church 

and an embossed image kept in the Monastery’s sacristy – some of them represent only the plot 

of the fight with the dragon, while another part represent contamination with two of the miracles 

in which the Saint rescues the youth from captivity. It is worth-mentioning here that, despite 

the small number of preserved wall-paintings in Zographou in relation to the hagiographic cycle 

of St George, on various engravings of the 19th century depicted are fourteen scenes related to 

St George and on the icon with the hagiographic scenes from 1897, the scenes are already fifteen 

(unlike many other iconographic schemes, the scenes of “St George tortured with a stone” and 

“St George thrown in a prison” are clearly distinguished here). Apart from the traditionally 

known scenes from the Life, the repertoire of the icon also includes a scene like “St George 

crowned by Christ in the prison,” which, although according to late texts of Diocletian type, 

rarely falls within the iconographic scheme of the Mount Athos hagiographic cycles. The accent 

of the icon is three scenes of miracles characteristic of the Mount Athos tradition after the 18th 

century: “A widow donating a pillar to St George,” “St. George rescuing the youth of Amiri 

from captivity” and “St. George rescuing a youth from captivity.”47 Though short, such a 
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preview allows us to move on to the observations of the concrete scenes of the hagiographic 

cycle of St George as it gives an idea of the contexts in which they will be read. 

 

 

 

 

LIFE, MARTYRDOM AND MIRACLES OF SAINT GEORGE CYCLE 

* 

SCENES FOLLOWING THE LIFE 

 

 THE BIRTH OF ST GEORGE 

This title is mainly derived from the hermeneia of Dicho Zograph and not from the Life. 

Turning the pages of the Life, we shall find that St George “was a native of Cappadocia, a son 

of illustrious Christian parents”. However, details are missing for the birth itself. In this 

description, the Life is closest to the part of “George of Cappadocia” known from the “Early 

Martyrdom” /2/ and from the “Martyrdom by Pasicrates,” normative text /5/, which from the 

5th century onwards points the Cappadocian origin of the Saint. The scene of the Birth of St 

George is closer to another text – “The Parents of George” – known from the “Early 

Martyrdom” /3/ and the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /2/. The last two versions of 

the text first introduce the names of the parents – Gerontius (Geront) and Polychronia – as we 

know them from the famous two-sided Nessebar icon of 13th century in St George Golemi’s 

Church; and then curious details of the appearance of the Saint which point out as important 

not the birth itself, but the acceptance of Christianity by the little George. In the “Early 

Martyrdom,” we read, “And as they lived this way, they gave birth to an infant, and when he 

was eight days old, Polychronia took the infant in secret, and brought him to the bishop, St 

Basil, and said, “Do baptize this infant because I am a Christian.”48 The “Second Martyrdom 

of Dadianus type” conveys the same with some differences: “Already conceived, Polychronia 

bore the holy infant and Martyr of Christ, George. As soon as he was born, the holy infant was 

brought up in all wisdom and goodwill. Taught by his mother, secretly from his father, he 

received the holy baptism by two holy men, a bishop and a presbyter, and served our Lord God 

with his mother.” As a scene, it is included only in the hermeneia of Dicho Zograph under the 
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title “The birth of the Saint,” with the following description: “A house with a veranda, below it 

– his mother (of St George) lies on a plank-bed. Next to her, George is in a basket, and there 

are maids around it; some bring meals, another gives water with a bottle, and the third cools her 

with a fan. One is turned to the child.” Obviously, the scene described by Dicho Zograph does 

not have any correspondence with the texts above, which mention that George was born and 

thought in good faith (educated in wisdom and goodwill) and accepted Christianity (the names 

of his parents are missing). As an iconographic scheme, it bears the markings of other birth 

scenes, and is most likely intended to be depicted by icon painters from the Debar School of 

Icon Painting (North Macedonia), which prominent representative was Dicho Zograph himself. 

“A narrative of George’s birth” is preserved in one Greek manuscript of the “Early Martyrdom” 

– the Venetian Book, as well as in the Ethiopian version.49 It is worth mentioning that in the 

early images, such a scene of the birth of the Saint is not characteristic. The scene is not present 

in the Corpus of the Wall Paintings of Mount Athos from 10th to 17th centuries, neither does it 

appear as a fresco from a later period, nor is it included among the published and/or considered 

icons from Mount Athos.  

 

 

 ST GEORGE DISTRIBUTING HIS WEALTH TO THE POOR  

From the Life of the Saint we learn that after the death of his mother, and having heard 

of Diocletian’s cruelties to the Christians, he knew that it was time to confess Christ to the 

Emperor. That’s why “he immediately distributed to the poor what he had with him, and freed 

the slaves; he also made a will for his wealth and slaves that were in Palestine, the property to 

be given to the poor, and the slaves to be released.” The text of the Life returns to a specific 

text, with the same title. It is in the “Early Martyrdom” /4/ and says: “He took away much of 

his gold and gave away everything to the poor and the weak.” We also find a similar text in the 

“Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /4/. This remarkable plot is later included in the 

“Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ Menologion” just before George went to stand to the court /5/. 

The episode is not included in any of the hermeneias considered, but nevertheless it is included 

in the iconographic programs as preceding by the first meeting between St George and the 

Emperors.  
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As an image, it first appeared on the altar cross in Mestia, Georgia (11th century). After 

its inclusion in the iconographic scheme of the icon from St Catherine’s Monastery on Mount 

Sinai, the scene is also present in other icons with hagiographic scenes. Besides the Mark-

Weiner’s Corpus, I will point out to: an icon at the State Russian Museum in St Petersburg, an 

icon from at the National Museum of Medieval Art in Korçë, Albania (16th century); the icon 

from 16th century from the Sinai Icon Collection of Princeton University; an icon by the icon 

painter Simon Ushakov in the Local History Museum of Cherepovets. This scene is not 

included in the Corpus of the Wall Paintings of Mount Athos from 10th to 17th centuries, 

neither does it appear as a fresco from a later period, nor is it included among the published 

and/or considered icons from Mount Athos. 

 

 

 ST GEORGE STANDING BEFORE THE COURT. THE INTERROGATION 

(FIRST APPEARANCE TO DIOCLETIAN)  

Since such a title could be misleading (there are several meetings between St George 

and Diocletian mentioned in the Life, each of which is related to a certain important episode), 

I specify that I mean here the first meeting when St George reproves Diocletian and confesses 

Christ. The next meetings take place between the different stages of the martyrdom: the second 

meeting is the day after the torture with the stone in the prison; the third – when after the torment 

on the wheel, St George was cured by the Angel and faced again the amazed Diocletian (“I am 

George, whom you thought was dead”). The meeting after the torment on the wheel is the 

second most painted scene of the meetings between St George and Diocletian (after the first 

meeting and the reproving speech of the Saint). Following are other meetings, some of them 

also depicted: their fourth meeting is after St George survived in the lime pit, the fifth after the 

torment with the red-hot iron shoes, the sixth after the torment with ox-hide thongs. Between 

the sixth and seventh meeting, many events took place: drinking a cup of poison, reviving a 

dead man, cutting off Athanasius’ head, and bringing the Saint back into the prison. After the 

seventh meeting, St George destroyed the idols, and Empress Alexandra confessed Christianity 

openly. This was their last meeting: after it Diocletian pronounced the death sentence on both 

of them. That is why the title “St George standing before Diocletian,” although in most cases is 

referring to the first meeting between them, should be read exclusively in the context of the 
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events in the Life, since, depending on the readings and his presence in the hagiographic 

literature, the plot may be relative to several different time layers of meetings between the Saint 

and the Emperor. According to the “Early Martyrdom,” just before the beginning of the first 

torture, this scene is described as “George standing before Dadianus” /5/, and after his survival 

during the torture on the wheel, it is described as “George appears before the Kings” /14/. In 

the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type,” again before the first torture, it is described as 

“George faces Dadianus” /5/. In both texts, George’s last meeting with Dadianus was at the 

pronouncement of the death sentence. In the “Martyrdom by Pasicrates” /Normative Text/, the 

episode is present as “George standing before the Court” /6/ and “The appearance of George 

before the King” (9). And finally, in the “Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ Menologion,” it is 

present as “George standing before the Court” /5/, “The Interrogation of George” /6/ and “The 

appearance of George before the Emperor” /9/. The two last texts follow the same logic of the 

martyrdom as the early texts; here again the last meeting is the pronouncement of the death 

sentence. In the first two tortures, the Emperor is the mythical Dadianus, while in the last two 

is Diocletian. The scene is best known in iconography under the name “St George in front 

of/standing before Diocletian,” but – as I have already mentioned – it is of great importance in 

the scenes depicted whether this is the first appearance before the Sovereign or is a later stage 

of the martyrdom. Some iconographic schemes introduce the scene once, and it, although 

referenced to a specific moment of the Life, most often that of the first meeting, absorbs the 

“memory” and the echo of all meetings. Other iconographic schemes depict two or three times 

the meeting with the Monarch, thus chronologically arranging events according to the literary 

text. This is more inherent on the icons with scenes of the life (a good example is the icon from 

Sinai from 13th century) than the frescoes, the reasons being more than obvious (despite the 

small space to display, however, at the refectory of the Xenophontos Monastery on Mount 

Athos, two appearances of St George in front of Diocletian are included, and the same thing is 

observed in the Kremikovtsi Monastery, Bulgaria).  

The episode is included in five of the hermeneias considered. In Dionysius’ hermeneia, 

it is the first of a kind, under the heading “St George in front of Diocletian” and with a 

description: “Emperor Diocletian sitting on a throne in the palace. Close to him, on a small 

throne, is his second-in-command, Magnentius, and a diadem on his head, smaller than the 

Emperor’s. Behind Diocletian, there are two spearmen and dignitaries and soldiers next to them. 
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St George standing before the Emperor with his right hand extended to him, and two guards 

with their spears piercing his stomach.” In the hermeneia of Varban G. Kolarov, under the 

heading „The Saint standing before Diocletian,” and in the hermeneia of Zografski, “The Saint 

in front of Diocletian” (but spearing of the Saint is omitted in the text). In Dicho Zograph’s 

hermeneia it is fifth in line under the heading “St George reproving the severity of the Emperor” 

and the description: “Emperor Diocletian sitting under a porch in an armchair and there are 

houses around him. And before him, the Saint is pointing with his hand out to the Emperor. 

Two soldiers behind him hold him with spears. The Emperor looks at the Saint.” In “The Book 

of Priest Daniel” the scene is first in line under the title “St George confessing Christ as the 

true God” (the episode with the spearing is in a separate scene). Thus, in reality, three of the 

above-mentioned hermeneias connect two episodes in one scene – “St George in front of 

Diocletian” and “St George pierced with a spear.” But while Dicho Zograph (although in a 

misplaced sequence) present these two scenes separately, in Dionysius’ hermeneia, they are 

completely contaminated and the second is not present separately in his icon-painters’ manual. 

In most cases, the two scenes are often separated clearly when depicted. That is how the 

scene “St George in front of Diocletian” is included in the wall-painting programs of Mount 

Athos – at the refectory of the Xenophontos Monastery, in St George’s Chapel of the Dionysiou 

Monastery, in St George’s Chapel of the Hilandar Monastery and in the katholikon of the 

Zographou Monastery; the scene is included in the repertoire of the three icons with scenes of 

the life of St George – in the Monasteries of St Paul (Agiou Pavlou), Pantokrator, and 

Zographou. We also find it in various 19th-century prints from the Zographou Monastery. 

Overall, the scene is extremely widespread and is present in most of the corpus considered here. 

Among the exceptions are repertoires with a small number of scenes, usually up to four (the 

katholikons of the Monasteries of Dionysiou and Docheiariou, St George’s Chapel in the 

Monastery of St Paul (Agiou Pavlou) on Mount Athos), or those in which the scene is not 

preserved, and in some cases even no information is available about it (Djurdjevi Stupovi 

Monastery, St George Golemi’s Church in Nessebar). There are, understandably, repertoires 

with a dozen or more scenes, among which there are also absences (the altar cross from the 

Jvari Monastery, Georgia), but these are very rare cases. The earliest image of the scene is from 

Cappadocia from the 10th century. In the 11th century, we find the scene on the altar cross from 

Mestia, Georgia, and in the second half of the 11th century – in St George’s Chapel of St Sophia 
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Cathedral in Kiev, where it is also the most preserved among the surviving scenes of the 

hagiographic cycle of the Saint. In the iconographic program of the hagiographic cycle in Staro 

Nagoricino, the scenes “St George in front of Diocletian” and “St George pierced with a spear” 

were represented together in a single composition. In other cases, such as the one in Visoki 

Dečani Monastery, the appearance before Diocletian and beheading of St George were 

connected in one composition. But this is not a matter of a technical and compositional decision 

within the framework of the iconographic program but a matter of meaningful choice: unlike 

the scene in Staro Nagoricino, which depicts the first meeting between them, the scene in 

Dečani depicts the death sentence on St George and therefore in a general composing scheme, 

it depicts the meeting of the Saint with Diocletian and the beheading of St George. Here the 

iconographic decision in the Sozopol icon stands out, in which – around the central field, 

depicting St George and St Demetrius – there is a frame with later hagiographic scenes from 

the martyrdom and miracles of St George. In two of these scenes – “St George in front of 

Diocletian” and “St George in the prison” – St Demetrius is depicted together with St George, 

which offers new directions of reading not only of the common in the fate of the two great 

martyrs, but also of their iconography.50 

 

 

 ST GEORGE PIERCED WITH A SPEAR 

With his speech to Diocletian and Magnentius, in which he bravely confessed Christ, 

the Saint managed to anger the Emperor to the point of asking to take him out with spears and 

to put him in a prison. The Life narrates this in the following way: “Diocletian prohibited the 

Martyr to speak more and commanded his guards to bring George out with the power of the 

spears and lock him in the city prison. When they performed the command of the angry 

Emperor, a spear that touched the body of the Saint, softened as lead, and bend into halves” 

(in the same way, in the Life of St Panteleimon, the sword of the executioner softened when he 

was about to behead the Saint). The origin of this text is posterior, as it is absent in the early 

“Passio prima” and the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type”. It appears in the “Martyrdom 

by Pasicrates” /7/ – here St George is “struck with a spear in the stomach, but it bends like 

lead,” and the “Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ Menologion” /7/ – here St George is chased with 

spears to the prison, one of them hitting his body and /again/ it bends like made of lead. As 
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mentioned above, the scene was absent as a separate representation in Dionysius of Fourna’s 

hermeneia as it was integrated into the scene “St George in front of Diocletian.” In the 

hermeneia of priest Daniel, the scene is united with the throwing in the prison (second in line 

under the title “St George pierced with a spear and thrown into a prison”), and in Zografski’s 

hermeneia, it is not included at all. In Dicho Zograph’s hermeneia, it is second in line under the 

title “St George pierced with a spear” and with a description: “St George is standing on the 

left, and on the right side, two guards with spears piercing him in the side and a lot of blood 

coming out.” Bending of the spear in the hermeneia is omitted as a reference to the text, and in 

some images, it even pierces the Saint and goes through his body – such is the case with the 

iconographic decision in the semi-preserved scene in the Kremikovtsi Monastery, as well as on 

the hagiographic icon from 16th century in Agiou Pavlou Monastery, in which the spear pierces 

the Saint in his back and much of it goes out through his body. 

Firstly, the scene with the spear is depicted on an icon from the end of the 11th – the 

beginning of the 12th century in the National Art Museum of Ukraine in Kiev. It is absent in 

the Sinai icon from the first half of the 13th century but is depicted in another 13th century icon 

– from Athens, as well as in the wall-painting program of St George’s Church in Staro 

Nagoricino. Outside of Mark-Weiner’s Corpus, we find it in the Georgian altar crosses of Jvari 

and Sadgeri, the icon of the National Museum of Medieval Art in Korçë, Albania (16th century) 

and the icon by Simon Ushakov in the Local History Museum of Cherepovets. Among the 

images from Mount Athos, the scenes in Xenophontos refectory, in St George’s Chapel of the 

Dionysiou Monastery, in St George’s Chapel of the Hilandar Monastery, the icon from Agiou 

Pavlou Monastery, and the icon from the Pantokrator Monastery stand out. The scene is not 

typical for the Zographou Monastery – it is not found at all among the frescoes, icons and prints 

considered in the corpus. Among the images from Bulgaria the following scenes stand out: in 

St George’s Church of the Kremikovtsi Monastery, in St George Golemi’s Church in the town 

of Nessebar, the old Church of St George in the Glozhene Monastery, on the hagiographic icon 

from the crypt of the Plovdiv Bishopric and on the iconostasis of St George’s Church in 

Bistritsa. The Sozopol icon also makes difficult the reading of this scene also (three soldiers 

with spears directed to the Saint).51 Here, again, we might think in the direction of the 

“commonplace,” as long as it is not the only artefact with such iconography. This iconographic 

manner, typical of St Demetrius (let us remember only the scene from St Demetrius’ Chapel of 
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the Zographou Monastery or the hagiographic icon of St Demetrius from the Philotheou 

Monastery) is also found on the hagiographic icon of St George from Melnik from the end of 

the 15th – the first third of the 16th century (here four soldiers bend their spears in the body of 

St George, as on the icon from 1783 in another Mount Athos Monastery – Xeropotamou). 

 

 

 ST GEORGE TORTURED WITH A STONE IN THE PRISON 

Immediately following the episode with the spear, St George was thrown into the prison 

(this will happen to him several times during the course of the Life). Here, namely, the Life 

introduces the torture with a stone: “The soldiers who took the Martyr in the prison put his feet 

in stocks52 and placed a heavy stone on his chest on his chest, at the command of Diocletian.” 

The stone torture was present in the first cycle of tortures in Passio prima /7/ and reappears in 

the fourth cycle of tortures of the Saint /16/. In both cases, it is part of a more complex tortures 

– initially including more copper shoes, six hooks and strokes on the head, and finally with 

molten lead and smoke. It is completely omitted in the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type”. 

In the “Martyrdom by Pasicrates” /7/ and the “Martyrdom of Metaphrastes Menologion” /7/ the 

torture with the spear follows immediately, in the same way it passed into the Life. The scene 

is present in all five heremeneias considered, but in a different manner: in Dionysius’ hermeneia 

(respectively in the hermeneias of Varban G. Kolarov and Zografski), it is integrated in “St 

George in the prison” scene. It should be noted that the text of the Life presupposes such 

contamination, which often makes it difficult in the interpretations of the scene to determine 

whether it belongs to one iconographic type (they took the Martyr in the prison, put his feet in 

stocks), or to the other (and placed a heavy stone on his chest). The conjunction “and” lays in 

the basis of the contamination, and often it seems that the one of these two scenes is depicted, 

when, in fact, both are depicted almost always (a notable exception is the scene of the 

Zographou icon by monk Benjamin, in which the two scenes are presented separately, as well 

as the icon from 14th century in St Petersburg). However, as iconography, the prison is 

associated very strongly with the vision that George got there: with Christ who blessed and 

rescued him; very often this is separate scene – “St George crowned by Christ in the prison.” 

In Dionysius’ hermeneia it is second, under the heading “St George in the prison” and the 

description: “St George lying in the prison on his back; his legs were put in a wooden structure 
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(in Varban G. Kolarov’s text it is a “trap,” in Zografski’s text there is a lacuna and the word is 

omitted, and Dicho Zograph does not use such a word in this context; in Zographou editions of 

the Life, these are “stocks”), and a guard locking them while others putting heavy stone on his 

chest.” In Varban G. Kolarov’s hermeneia, under the heading “The Saint in the prison,” in 

Zografski’s hermeneia is fifth in a row, under the heading “The Saint in the prison [pressed 

with a heavy stone].” In Dicho Zograph’s hermeneia, the torture with the stone is seventh in a 

row under the heading “The Saint punished with a heavy stone,” and the description: “The Saint 

lying on his stomach, and soldiers placing a very large stone on him. And Christ standing above 

the Saint, in clouds.” In “The Book of Priest Daniel” is third in row, under the heading “St 

George tortured with a heavy stone.”  

The earliest images of the scene are on the 11th century altar cross in Mestia, Georgia, 

and the icon of St George of the National Art Museum of Ukraine in Kiev (11th-12th centuries). 

Outside the Mark-Weiner’s Corpus, we find it on the hagiographic icon in the State Russian 

Museum in St Petersburg, the Georgian altar crosses from Jvari and Sadgeri, the icon at the 

National Museum of Medieval Art in Korçë (16th century), the icon from the Central Andrey 

Rublev Museum of Ancient Russian Culture and Art in Moscow, the icon from 16th century 

from the Sinai Icon Collection of Princeton University. On Mount Athos, the scene is included 

as a fresco in the Xenophontos Monastery, St George’s Chapel of the Dionysiou Monastery, 

and St George’s Chapel of the Hilandar Monastery. It is also present on the hagiographic icons 

of St George from the Monasteries of St Paul (Agiou Pavlou), Pantokrator, and Zographou. 

Among the corpus of icons under consideration from Bulgaria, we find the scenes in St 

George’s Church of the Kremikovtsi Monastery, St Demetrius’s Church in the village of 

Arbanassi, St George’s Church in the village of Zlatolist (near to Melnik, Southwestern 

Bulgaria),  St George’s Church in Sapareva Banya; an icon in the Church of the Mother of God 

in Tarnovo, painted by the icon painter John from Chevindol, an icon from St Nicholas’s 

Church in the village of Zheravna, the icon in the crypt of the Plovdiv Bishopric, the icon on 

the iconostasis of St George’s Church in Bistritsa and the icon in St George’s Church in the 

town of Razlog. As I already pointed out above, on the icon from Sozopol, the scene in the 

prison impresses with the different iconography through the joint depiction of St George and St 

Demetrius. Outside the common storyline, I shall recall that although the depicted prison bars 

window is more characteristic and even typical of the hagiographic cycle of St Demetrius (such 
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iconographic decisions are found in various artefacts from Mount Athos, for example two 

hagiographic icons in Karakallou, one of the 16th century and the other of 1857; on an icon 

from 17th century in the sacristy of the Protaton in Karyes, and in a hagiographic icon from the 

year of 1800 in Philotheou),53 due to the symbolism of the prison bars is a common place for 

depicting a jail in other hagiographic cycles, too (for example, on an icon with scenes of the life 

of St Theodore Tyron from 1865). Hence, such iconography is not alien to icons of St George, 

too. In fact, Dicho Zograph in his hermeneia with the scene of the restoring the ox of Glycerius 

to life offers exactly this type of depicting of St George in the prison, and thus we see it on the 

icon by monk Benjamin of 1897, and on the icon from St Nicholas’s Church in the village 

Zheravna (1777). With regard to the torture with the stone itself, the iconography of the scenes 

often distinguishes the type and size of the stone and even the technique of punishment: a large 

stone slab that one or two guards place on the Saint’s chest while another puts his feet in stocks 

(the scene in the Xenophontos refectory and on the icon from Pantokrator); a large stone slab 

that two guards with two reels descend on the chest of the Saint who lying with the feet tied up 

(the icon in St Paul’s Monastery), or a huge formless human-height stone that three guards place 

on the lying and tied Saint (the icon at the State Russian Museum in St Petersburg). 

 

 

 ST GEORGE TORTURED ON A WHEEL  

One of the most famous scenes in St George’s hagiographic cycle is the torture on the 

wheel. To a large extent, this is required for text sharing. The Life narrates of this torture 

immediately after the torture with the stone, beneath which were boards pierced with sharp 

pieces of iron. As the wheel turned, the sharp edges slashed the Saint’s naked body. The earliest 

narrative of this torture is in “Passio prima” /12/, where the episode is presented as “Torture on 

a wheel and death.” In the following texts, the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /8/, the 

“Martyrdom by Pasicrates” /8/ and the “Martyrdom of Metaphrastes Menologion” /8/, the 

episode is presented as “The torture on a wheel.” In his analysis of the texts that included this 

scene, A. Stoykova shows the specific variation in reading not only of the type of the wheel but 

also of the surrounding environment – in some texts, the wheel is positioned, while in others it 

is movable – rolled down from a high mountain or from hills along which it rolls under its own 

weight. The scene is also present in the five hermeneias considered, as they – following the Life 
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– reject the version with the rolling wheel. In Dionysius’ hermeneia, it is third in a row, under 

the heading “St George on a wheel,” the description uniting this scene with the scene of the 

delivering of St George by Angel: “On thick beams in which sharp knives are punched, a wheel 

is hung. St George is tied to the wheel with his arms and legs. Two torturers scrolling the wheel. 

Diocletian sitting on the throne, and before him, Magnentius, pointing at St George. Above the 

wheel, an Angel in the clouds delivering the Martyr. Outside the city, torturers with swords 

cutting the heads of two dignitaries, and many soldiers.” In Dicho Zograph’s hermeneia the 

scene is third in a row, under the heading “St George tortured on a wheel” and the description: 

“A wheel. The Saint is tied naked on the wheel. Below the wheel – sharp pieces of iron slashed 

the Saint’s body, and blood on his body. Two young soldiers turning the wheel, and on the left 

Emperor Diocletian watching – an old man, with a long beard and a crown, and a scepter. And 

the Saint is tied in front of the wheel.” In Varban G. Kolarov’s hermeneia, it is included under 

the title “The Saint tied to a wheel.” In the hermeneia of Daniel, the scene is fourth in a row, 

under the title “St George tortured on a wheel,” while in Zografski’s hermeneia, it is sixth in a 

row, under the heading “The Saint tied on a wheel with sharp pieces of iron.” What makes 

impression is that while Dicho Zograph’s hermeneia focuses the scene exclusively on St George 

and the wheel, Dionysius’ one expands it, including the episode of the punishment of Anatolius 

and Protoleon. 

In general, the scene is extremely widespread and is included in most of the works in 

the corpus considered herein, with a few exceptions. First of all, it is not among the survived 

scenes in the hagiographic wall-painting cycle in St Sophia Cathedral in Kiev from 11th 

century; we do not know about it, but it’s most likely to have been among the scenes depicted. 

We do not find it amongst the preserved scenes on the 13th century icon at the Athens Museum 

(however, we have two unsaved scenes here, and the scene is also likely to have been depicted). 

The earliest, the scene appeared in the 9th-century Chludov Psalter (Moscow) and in churches 

in Göreme, Cappadocia (10th century). Another early image is that on the altar cross from 11th 

century in Mestia, Georgia, on a fresco in Nakipari, Georgia (1130), and on an icon from the 

end of the 11th century – early 12th century at the National Art Museum of Ukraine in Kiev. 

The earliest known image of this scene in the Balkans is in St George’s Church in Novi Pazar, 

Serbia – in the Djurdjevi Stupovi Monastery (1175), which is partly preserved to the present 

day. This scene, even though we are able to conclude only from some separate fragments, would 
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probably depict even the second type of wheel, insofar (although difficult) images of hills 

(mountain) are visible at the place of the typical for the other case urban environment. The 

scene is depicted in the katholikons of the Athonite Monasteries of Dionysiou, Docheiariou and 

Zographou; at the refectory of the Xenophontos Monastery; in St George’s Chapel of the 

Dionysiou Monastery, in St George’s Chapel of the Hilandar Monastery; on a silver reliquary 

from the Dionysiou Monastery, on the three icons under consideration from the Monasteries of 

St Paul, Pantokrator and Zographou, and in various prints from Zographou. This scene, along 

with “The beheading of Saint George” scene, is most often depicted on Mount Athos from the 

hagiographic cycle of St George. With the exception of the icons from the Glozhene Monastery 

and Razlog, all ones included in the corpus` hagiographic cycles from Bulgaria contain the 

scene of the torture with the wheel. As iconography, the Athonite images show two different 

trends. The torture in Xenophontos refectory shows counter-clockwise move of the wheel (as 

is the case in Pantokrator, St Paul’s and Zographou, but also in Djurdjevi Stupovi Monastery, 

Staro Nagoricino and Dechani), while in Dionysiou, Tzortzis the Cretan depicted the move of 

the wheel is clockwise (as is in Kremikovtsi Monastery, but also on the icon from the State 

Russian Museum in St Petersburg). The differences in iconography also appear in the placement 

of the body on the wheel - it is enough to compare the fresco from the church in Bistritza to that 

of the church in Teshovo, or the icons of Yoanikiy Papa-Vitanov in Kilifarevo Monastery, and 

of priest Dimitar Kanchov to find that the body can be attached from the back and move again 

in two different directions. How important it is for iconography, points B. A. Uspenski in his 

article “'Left and Right in Icon Painting”, namely that the direction of time in Christian art is 

from left to right for the viewer, and from right to left for the “inner observer” (inside the 

image), in other words, from past to present and future. The scene from the wall-paintings in St 

Nicholas’s Church in the village of Vrav shows another feature of iconography: while one of 

the torturers turns the wheel of the torture, the soldier towards the head of St George pierces 

the Saint with a spear in the chest. Outstanding is the iconography of the image of the wheel-

torture in the Zographou Monastery – unlike many scenes (including the images in 

Xenophontos, Dionysiou and Pantokrator), in which only the torturers and St George are in the 

scene, the Zographou scene presents, and so vividly withal, the behavior of six subjects of 

torturers, led by Diocletian and Magnentius. Here, it would be useful to parallelize with the Life 

of St Panteleimon, according to which, while the torturers turn the wheel, it is disintegrated by 
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an invisible force – this is the usual iconographic scheme of depicting that torment of St 

Panteleimon. However, a hagiographic icon of St Panteleimon from Varna (1842) shows 

another scheme: two torturers roll the wheel with the martyr down on a slope that very much 

resembles one of the early versions of the Martyrdom of St George.  

 

 

 AN ANGEL HEELING ST GEORGE AFTER THE TORTURE ON A WHEEL 

According to the Life, after Diocletian thought that George was dead and left him, “an 

Angel of the Lord came down from heaven, strengthened and loosed” the Martyr George from 

the wheel. This episode has different readings, and in the early versions Jesus Himself helped 

the Martyr, while the Angel appeared in later versions. In “Passio prima,” the scene following 

the torture on the wheel is “The resurrection of George” /13/: “And the Lord came down on 

clouds, and gathered the bones of George, and blew a living spirit on his face.” In the “Second 

Martyrdom of Dadianus type,” the scene is part of the torture itself /8/, where a voice from 

heaven told George to be manly, and in that very moment, the wheel disassembled. The 

“Martyrdom by Pasicrates” is again part of the scene with the torture /8/, this time the heavenly 

voice is accompanied by an Angel of the Lord coming down, who “cured and embraced” the 

Martyr. Similarly, with the appearance of an Angel of the Lord, is the scene in the “Martyrdom 

of Metaphrastes’ Menologion” /8/, as the angel “put hand upon him and embraced him.” As 

mentioned above, the scene is not present as a separately in Dionysius’ hermeneia, as it is 

integrated into the scene “St George tortured on a wheel.” The scene is not included in the 

hermeneia of priest Daniel. In Dicho Zograph’s hermeneia, it is fourth in line under the title 

“An Angel delivering St George from the wheel,” and the description: “A wheel. On the left 

side, an Angel taking out St George from the wheel, embracing him and kissing him. Like the 

first wheel, this one also has sharp pieces of irons.” It is obvious that the hermeneia is close to 

the last two texts that introduce the Angel and at some distance from the first two in which 

Christ Himself healed the Martyr.  

The earliest appearance of the scene is in Karagedik Church in the village of Belisirma, 

Cappadocia (11th century), followed by the churches in Megara, Greece (12-13th century) and 

Staro Nagoricino (1317-1318). Outside the Mark-Weiner’s Corpus, we can find images of the 

scenes on the altar cross from Jvari, Georgia, as well as on hagiographic icons of St George: 
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the two icons from the Sinai Icon Collection of Princeton University; the icon by Simon 

Ushakov in the Local History Museum of Cherepovets, the icon from St Nicholas’s Church in 

the village of Zheravna and the icon from Nessebar kept in the National Church History and 

Archaeology Museum. The image in the wall-painting program of the Kremikovtsi Monastery, 

where after the torment on the wheel follows a scene in which not an Angel deliver the Saint 

from the wheel, but Christ Himself “resurrects” St George and he again stands before the 

Emperor, is very distinctive. This means that in this case, the iconography of St George’s 

Church of the Kremikovtsi Monastery, which definitely follows the late versions of Diocletian 

type, also keeps the memory of the “Early Martyrdom,” and the word “resurrects” directly 

associates the motif for the deaths during the tortures in “Passio prima” that the Church later 

abolished. Among the Athonite frescoes, the scenes in Xenophontos refectory stand out, the 

katholikon of the Dionysiou Monastery and St George’s Chapel of the Hilandar Monastery. 

The scene is also included in two Mount Athos icons of St George – in Pantokrator and 

Zographou. At the same time, it is worth noting the different iconography of the scenes in 

Xenophontos and Dionysiou: while the scene in the katholikon of Dionysiou is close to the text 

of Dionysius of Fourna (the torture on the wheel and the resurrection of St George by the Angel 

are contaminated in one common scene), the scene in Xenophontos is closer to Dicho Zograph’s 

text (both are presented as separate scenes, more or less the way they are represented, let us say, 

in Staro Nagoricino). 

 

 

 THE BEHEADING OF ANATOLIUS AND PROTOLEON 

According to the Life, after an Angel of the Lord saved St George from the torture on 

the wheel and he appeared before the Emperor with the words “I am George, whom you thought 

was dead,” two illustrious officials, Anatolius and Protoleon, who were “secretly Christians” 

[...] openly and without fear confessed Christ, for which reason they were “beheaded out of the 

city by order of Diocletian.” Here the text of the Life follows both the “Martyrdom of 

Metaphrastes’ Menologion” /9/ and the “Martyrdom by Pasicrates” /9/, in which this episode is 

present after the torment on the wheel. It is worth mentioning that the baptism [only] of 

Anatolius was also present in the “Early Martyrdom” /15/ – again after the torture on the wheel 

and again with the same death, so it can be assumed that the normative text, followed by 
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Symeon Metaphrastes multiplied the personages. As a separate scene, it is not present in any of 

the five hermeneias, but as we have seen, Dionysius contaminated it in the scene of the torture 

on the wheel (“out of the city, torturers beheading two illustrious officials”) and, in that sense, 

indicated it as important. Nevertheless, it is not present in the Corpus of the Wall Paintings of 

Mount Athos from 10th to 17th centuries, neither is it included among the presented and/or 

published icons from Mount Athos. For the period 14-17th century, the scene is present in 

several iconographic programs on the Balkans (in Staro Nagoricino, North Macedonia, and in 

Roman, Romania), as well as in Russia (the Church of the Protection of the Most Holy 

Theotokos, Rogozhskoe Cemetery in Moscow). Tsveta Kuneva54 adds to them the scene “St 

George thrown in a lime pit” from the hagiographic cycle of St George in St Demetrius’s 

Church in the village of Arbanassi, showing contamination with the beheading of Anatolius and 

Protoleon. Although – thus placed in the iconographic scheme – the scene violates both the 

chronotopos and the syntax of the narration of the text both in the Life and in Dionysius’ 

hermeneia (three days passed between the events, and the death of the two occurs “at the same 

hour” of the torture on the wheel), such contamination is not impossible. 

 

 

 THE EMPRESS CONFESSING CHRIST  

The Life narrates that after the two illustrious officials – Anatolius and Protoleon – 

confessed Christ and were immediately beheaded with the sword by order of the Emperor, 

Empress Alexandra, in that very moment “she also knew the True God and right away wished 

to confess Christ the Savior before the Emperor,” but one of the servants of the Emperor took 

her, in order to protect her from the rage of Diocletian, and led her off to the palace. Here the 

Life closely follows again the text of the “Martyrdom by Pasicrates” /11/ and “Martyrdom of 

Metaphrastes’ Menologion” /11/. However, the episode of confessing the Christian faith by 

Empress Alexandria we already know from “Passio prima” /28/, and is also present in the 

“Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /10/. In the various manuscripts of the Martyrdom, it 

has been altered. Characteristic of it is that St George was in the palace with the Empress, and 

was sent by Dadianus himself, who was thinking that the Saint would at last bow to his idols. 

There, after an impressive talk with St George, the Empress accepted the Christian faith. As a 

scene in the hermeneias, it is only present in “The Book of Priest Daniel” (twelfth in a row 
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under the title “Empress Alexandra at the feet of the Saint confessing she is a Christian”). The 

earliest appearance of the scene is found in the wall-painting program of St George’s Chapel of 

St Sophia Cathedral in Kiev (second half of the 11th century). Later, it is present in hagiographic 

icons of St George: an icon from 13th century at the Byzantine and Christian Museum in Athens 

and an icon from the beginning of 16th century from the Central Andrey Rublev Museum of 

Ancient Russian Culture and Art in Moscow. Among the Athonite images we should note the 

scene in the refectory of the Xenophontos Monastery, in St George’s Chapel of the Hilandar 

Monastery and on the hagiographic icon of St George in the Pantokrator Monastery. Perhaps 

the most characteristic image from Mount Athos belongs to St George’s Chapel of the 

Dionysiou Monastery, where the scenes “The monologue of Empress Alexandra,” “The 

pronouncement of the death sentence on the Saint and the Empress” and “The Death of Empress 

Alexandra” are presented. Here, iconography collected in a exiting visual narrative a whole 

page of the Life which conveys the “bold” confession of Christ to Diocletian and the multitude 

that gathered on the side of the Empress, the “rage” of Diocletian and the immediate 

pronouncement of the death sentence (beheading with the sword) on the both of them and the 

bloodless way in which Alexandra died. Among the images from Bulgaria, the scene in St 

George’s Church of the Kremikovtsi Monastery stands out. 

 

 

 ST GEORGE THROWN IN A LIME PIT 

In the Life, the episode with the lime pit follows immediately after the Empress is taken 

to the palace to be protected from the rage of Diocletian. He poured then his rage upon the Saint 

and threw him “into a deep pit, covered over with lime, for three days” in order to see if his 

Lord will help him. Along the obvious biblical analogies, the questioning of the power of Christ 

is punished, and Diocletian is condemned to found that the tied and covered to the top George 

is “cheerful and unharmed, standing untied inside the pit.” The continuity of the Life is 

obvious: as a text, this episode is not present neither in the “Early Martyrdom,” nor in the 

“Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type”; its first appearance is in the “Martyrdom by Pasicrates” 

/12/, and then in the “Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ Menologion” /12/. They are the source from 

which for the first time we learn that after Diocletian threw St George into a limestone pit, three 

days later, when he came to gather his bones, the Saint is alive and well. The scene with the 
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limestone pit is among the most preferred for the icon-painters and it is not surprising that it is 

present in all five hermeneias. In Dionysius’ hermeneia, it is seventh in a row, under the title 

“St George thrown into a pit covered over with lime” and the description: “St George naked, 

covered to the chest in lime; his hands are stretched out to the sky. Two soldiers on both sides 

with shovels, and people nearby and they are amazed.” In Varban G. Kolarov’s hermeneia, 

under the title “St George thrown into a lime pit.” In “The Book of Priest Daniel” is fifth in a 

row under the heading “St George thrown into a limestone pit,” and in “Hermeneia of Zografski 

Family,” it is second in a row under the heading “The Saint thrown into a lime pit.” In Dicho 

Zograph’s hermeneia, it is eighth in a row under the heading “St George thrown into a lime pit” 

and the description: “A lime pit with a fire, burning. St George is naked inside and fire is around 

him. Two soldiers fuel the fire. The Saint has his arms outstretched towards them. There is a 

lot of smoke coming out of the fire.” It cannot be overlooked that some details of Dicho 

Zograph’s description (“burning,” “smoke coming out of the fire”) can give birth to the idea of 

torment in a furnace. Quite descriptive, this prescription he gives welcomes us from the 

hagiographic icon by priest Dimitar Kanchov: the scene with St George in the lime pit really 

represents the lime pit like a furnace. Since this is not the only icon of such iconography of the 

lime pit, even an idea of such a non-existent torture arose (Mark-Weiner notes it as “martyrdom 

in the furnace” and even points to ten of its appearances).55 In addition, Dicho Zograph points 

out how the torture itself is depicted by replacing the prayerfully raised hands (from the Life 

and Dionysius’ hermeneia) with arms, stretched towards the torturers – and this have a different 

meanings. The display of a torture in this case means to see St George [tied up] thrown in the 

pit and covered up by lime. But the traditional depiction of the Saint with loose and lifted up 

hands in a posture of prayer /orans/ (in some cases, as in Staro Nagoricino, with gathered in 

front of his face but still untied palms for prayer), which happens three days after being thrown 

into the pit, is already not a sign of torture, but of a miracle. The text of Dionysius is namely 

focused to the miracle, supplemented by images of astonished people close to the Saint and the 

pit. 

As an image, it is present on the altar cross in Mestia, Georgia from 11th century, in St 

George’s Chapel of St Sophia Cathedral in Kiev from the second half of the 11th century (one 

of the few still preserved scenes) and the hagiographic icon from the National Art Museum of 

Ukraine in Kiev (11th - 12th centuries). Outside Mark-Weiner’s Corpus, it is included on the 
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icon from the National Museum of Medieval Art in Korçë (16th century), on the two icons from 

the Sinai Icon Collection of Princeton University, on the two altar Georgian crosses from Jvari 

and Sadgeri. Among the frescoes from Mount Athos, outstanding are the scenes in the refectory 

of the Xenophontos Monastery, the katholikons of Monasteries of Dionysiou and the 

Docheiariou, in St George’s Chapel of the Dionysiou Monastery, in St George’s Chapel of the 

Hilandar Monastery; on the silver reliquary from Dionysiou, on the icon from the Pantokrator 

Monastery, on the hagiographic icon and many prints from Zographou. Among the Bulgarian 

cultural heritage, we should mention St George’s Church of the Kremikovtsi Monastery, the St 

Demetrius’s Church in the village of Arbanassi, St George Golemi’s Church in the town of 

Nessebar, St George’s Church in the village of Zlatolist, St George’s Church in Sapareva 

Banya, the icon in the Church of the Mother of God in Tarnovo, painted by the icon painter 

John from Chevindol, the icon from Nessebar in the National Church History and Archaeology 

Museum, the icon from St Nicholas’s Church in the village of Zheravna, the patron saint’s icon 

of St George’s Monastery in the town of Pomorie, the icon in the crypt of the Plovdiv Bishopric, 

the icon on the iconostasis of St George’s Church in Bistritsa. Though seemingly the same, the 

iconography of torture in the lime pit is different. On the icon from St Nicholas’s Church in the 

village of Zheravna, for example, instead of the usual figures of the torturers digging the lime 

with their shovels, there are soldiers with spears. 

 

 

 ST GEORGE TORTURED WITH RED-HOT IRON SHOES 

According to the text of the Life, after the Saint survived in the lime pit, Diocletian 

invented a new torture for him: “he commanded to shoe the holy Martyr in iron shoes (sandals) 

with red-hot nails, and then drove him back to the prison with whips.” The episode first 

appeared in “Passio prima” /7/, where they shod the Saint in red-hot copper shoes. It is not 

present in the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type.” In the “Martyrdom by Pasicrates” /13/ 

and the “Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ Menologion” /13/, the copper shoes were modified in 

iron ones and thus they remained in the Life. The scene is present in all five hermeneias, all of 

which choose the “red-hot iron shoes/sandals” version. In Dionysius’ hermeneia it is fourth in 

a row under the title “The red-hot shoes of St George” and the description: “St George sitting 

with his hands tied behind his back. A soldier has lifted his right foot, and two others holding a 
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red-hot iron shoe with a pair of pliers and putting it on his foot; behind them, a fire in which 

another shoe is heated.” In Dicho Zograph’s heremenia, the scene is ninth in a row, under the 

heading “St George shoeing in red-hot iron shoes” and the description: “Houses. St George 

sitting in the yard. A burning brazier in it. One soldier shoeing his feet in red-hot iron shoes. 

Another soldier is behind him. And the Emperor looking from the veranda, standing on his feet 

and holding a scepter in his hand.” In Varban G. Kolarov’s hermeneia, it is included under the 

title “The Saint shoeing in red-hot boots.” In “The Book of Priest Daniel,” it is sixth in a row 

under the title “St George shoeing in red-hot iron shoes,” and in the hermeneia of Zografski 

family, it is seventh in a row under the heading “The Saint shoeing in red-hot sandals.” 

The scene is first included in the wall-painting program of St George’s Chapel of St 

Sophia Cathedral in Kiev (second half of the 11th century); at the same time it appeared in 

Karagedik Church in the village of Belisirma, Cappadocia. Outside the Mark-Weiner’s Corpus, 

it is present on the hagiographic icons kept in the Central Andrey Rublev Museum of Ancient 

Russian Culture and Art in Moscow, the Ethnographic Museum of Veliky Ustyug and the 

National Museum of Medieval Art in Korçë (18th century). Among the Athonite frescoes, we 

should note the scenes at the refectory of the Xenophontos Monastery, in St George’s Chapel 

of the Dionysiou Monastery and in St George’s Chapel of the Hilandar Monastery; the silver 

reliquary from Dionysiou, the icon in Pantokrator, the icon and a number of prints from 

Zographou. As to the Bulgarian cultural heritage, I would highlight the scenes in St George’s 

Church in the Kremikovtsi Monastery, St Demetrius’s Church in Arbanassi, St George’s 

Church in Zlatolist, St George’s Church in Sapareva Banya, St George’s Church in Bistritsa; 

the icon in St Nicholas’s Church in Zheravna, the icon in St George’s Church in Arbanassi, 

painted by priest Dimitar Kanchov from Tryavna; the icon in the crypt of the Plovdiv Bishopric; 

the icon on the iconostasis in St George’s Church in Bistritsa. It should be noted that, when in 

the iconographic program the scene “St George tortured with nails,” known as an episode of 

the early versions of the Martyrdom (Staro Nagoricino, Nessebar) is included, the scene “St 

George tortured with red-hot iron boots” is not painted (and vice versa). Most likely, the two 

scenes are considered alternative.56 
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  THE FLAGELLATION OF ST GEORGE 

Having failed again with the torture with red-hot iron shoes, the increasingly troubled 

Diocletian first ordered “to beat George on the mouth,” not to speak boldly to the Emperor, 

then to “to beat him with ox-hide thongs until pieces of his flesh came off and his blood soaked 

the ground.” The torture appeared first in “Passio prima” /6/ as a “whipping with dry thongs,” 

while the corresponding episode in the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /7/ renders the 

scene as a “whipping with a whip.” In the later “Martyrdom by Pasicrates” /13/ and “Martyrdom 

of Metaphrastes’ Menologion” /13/, the episode is presented as a torture with ox-hide thongs, 

as it passed in the Life. But while in the normative text “the Emperor ordered to beat him with 

ox-hide thongs,” in the version of Symeon Metaphrastes “the Emperor ordered to hit him on 

the mouth and beat him with ox-hide thongs.” The episode requires careful reading, as it implies 

(and actually does so) two different scenes as iconography. The text of the Life follows the 

Metaphrastes’ version rather than the normative text where hitting the mouth is omitted, but 

this add-on, in turn, returns to a series of tortures in the early texts of Dadianus type, which will 

later be discussed separately. There are two visual solutions with their own logic of meaning 

and different dispositions of the body for the whipping with ox-hide thongs: when St George is 

whipped laying down, this corresponds to the late texts of Diocletian type, while when he is 

whipped standing up (crucified), tied to a pillar, it corresponds to the early texts of Dadianus 

type (the icon in the Serbian Patriarchate of Peć depicts the two types of torture at the same 

time – in the one case, the Saint is in a horizontal position and in the other, he stands up tied to 

a pillar, that suggests two different versions of the Martyrdom have been used). Of all the 

hermeneias considered, the scene is present only in that of Dicho Zograph, sixth in a row, under 

the title “St George beaten with ox-hide thongs” and the description: “Houses and a veranda. 

Emperor Diocletian sitting on a large throne, and before him St George laying with face down, 

naked, with his legs pressed in a wooden clamp; and his shoulders are also tight in a clamp. 

Below him, there is a board, and above him, three soldiers beating him with ox-hide thongs on 

the shoulders. And the Emperor watching.” The number of soldiers in this torture is usually not 

stated (only four soldiers are referred to in the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type”), 

suggesting that Dicho Zograph either chose this number at random, or took it from somewhere 

else. The most common case is two soldiers torturing the Saint, but in the Zographou icon from 
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1897 there are three. The scene is characteristic for the hagiographic cycles with tortures of 

other saints as well. 

As an image, it exists on the altar cross in Mestia, Georgia (from 11th century), as well 

as on the hagiographic icons of St George in the National Art Museum of Ukraine in Kiev (11th 

- 12th century) and in St Catherine’s Monastery on Mount Sinai (13th century). Outside the 

Mark-Weiner’s Corpus, it is found on icons in: the State Russian Museum in St Petersburg, the 

Central Andrey Rublev Museum of Ancient Russian Culture and Art in Moscow, the 

Architectural-Ethnographic Museum of the Vologda region, the National Museum of Medieval 

Art in Korçë (the two icons from 16th and 18th century), in the Sinai Icon Collection of 

Princeton University (the two icons of the 16th and 18th centuries); an icon by the icon painter 

Simon Ushakov in the Local History Museum of Cherepovets. The scene is depicted on the two 

altar crosses from Georgia in Jvari and Sadgeri. The earliest depiction of the scene on Mount 

Athos is in the refectory of the Xenophontos Monastery, later in St George’s Chapel of the 

Dionysiou Monastery. The Athonite images of this scene also include the icons in Agiou Pavlou 

(St Paul’s), Pantokrator and Zographou, as well as numerous prints from Zographou. Images of 

the scene from Bulgaria first include several frescoes: in St George’s Church of the 

Kremikovski Monastery, in St Demetrius’s church in Arbanasi, and in St George Golemi’s 

Church in Nessebar. We should add to them an icon from the Church of the Mother of God in 

Tarnovo, painted by the icon painter John from Chevindol, the icon from Nessebar kept in the 

National Church History and Archaeology Museum, the patron saint’s icon from St George’s 

Monastery in the town of Pomorie, the patron saint’s icon from the Glozhene Monastery of St 

George, the icon from St George’s Church in Arbanassi, painted by priest Dimitar Kanchov 

from Tryavna. 

 

 

 ST GEORGE DRINKING POISONOUS DRINK  

The Life narrates that as long as Diocletian unsuccessfully attempted to force St George 

to bow down to idols, his second-in-command, Magnentius suggested him that a famous 

sorcerer called Athanasius who was there, could help him to overcome the Saint. So they did, 

and Athanasius gave the Saint two potions, one a drug to sap his “powers” and make him 

physically weak, and the other a strong poison designed to kill George. “When St George drank 
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them, however, he remained unharmed, and gave thanks to God, once more criticizing the 

Emperor’s efforts.” The episode first appeared in “Passio prima” under the heading 

“Athanasius with the poisonous drinks” /11/, followed immediately by the section “Athanasius 

and the ox” (which occurs only in this text). The episode is expanded – after St George remained 

unharmed, the sorcerer Athanasius also declared himself to be a Christian, and was beheaded 

by King Dadianus. Later, it is included only in the “Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ Menologion” 

/14/, where Athanasius did not die in this episode, but after, when St George resurrected the 

dead man. The scene is present in all five hermeneias. In Dionysius’ hermeneia, it is fifth in a 

row, under the heading “St George drinking poisonous drink and remaining unharmed” and 

the description: “Diocletian and Magnentius sitting on their thrones, stretching their hands to 

the Martyr; St George standing before them and drinking poisonous drink from a clay vessel 

with a narrow neck, and in front of him, the sorcerer Athanasius, holding in his left hand another 

similar vessel, and with the thumb of his right hand pointing to the Emperor. Other soldiers are 

around them.” In the hermeneia of Varban G. Kolarov it is under the title “The Saint drinking 

a poisonous drink,” in the hermeneia of Zografski family it is eighth in a row, under the heading 

“The Saint drinking a poisonous drink.” In „The Book of Priest Daniel“, the scene is seventh 

in a row, under the heading “St George in given a lethal poison, and he is praying to the Lord 

to escape it.” In Dicho Zograph’s hermeneia, it is tenth in a row, under the title “St George 

drinking a poisonous drink” and the description: “Houses. Magnentius, the Emperor’s depute, 

is sitting, he is young, unbearded. He is wearing on his head a fur cap, with a wreath on the left 

side, and he is pointing to St George. He is raised higher, and the Saint is just below him. A 

sorcerer named Athanasius is handing him a goblet containing poison. The Saint is taking it. 

Athanasius is having a not too long beard, and on his head he is wearing something similar to 

a hat tied with a scarf, and next to him, soldiers, looking at him. Athanasius believed in Christ 

and proclaimed his faith, and he was beheaded.” Dicho Zograph – at least in reference to 

Athanasius’ death – follows the text of the Early Martyrdom, not the normative text of Nikita 

David, included in the Menologion by Symeon Metaphrastes. Cup, goblet, clay vessel with a 

narrow neck – the iconographic repertoire is ambiguous in relation to the vessel with which the 

Saint drank the poisonous drink, and this already suggests why the scenes in Staro Nagoricino 

and Nessebar, for example, differ from the scene in Kremikovtsi. 
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Among the preserved artefacts, the scene was first included in 1317-1318 in the wall-

painting program of St George’s Church in Staro Nagoricino (however, it should be borne in 

mind that many scenes in artefacts before the 13th century are described as unidentified). 

Outside of Mark-Weiner’s Corpus, it is present in the two hagiographic icons of St George at 

the National Museum of Medieval Art in Korçë and on the icon by Simon Ushakov in the Local 

History Museum of Cherepovets. The images from Mount Athos include: two frescoes – in the 

refectory of the Xenophontos Monastery and in St George’s Chapel of the Dionysiou 

Monastery; two icons – in Pantokrator and Zographou; the silver reliquary from the Dionysiou 

Monastery and several prints from Zographou. The images from Bulgaria include scenes in St 

George’s Church of the Kremikovtsi Monastery, St George Golemi’s Church in Nessebar, St 

George’s Church in Zlatolist, St George’s Church in Sapareva Banya, St George’s Church in 

Bistritsa; the icon from St Nicholas’s Church in Zheravna, the patron saint’s icon of St George’s 

Monastery in the town of Pomorie; the patron saint’s icon of the Glozhene Monastery of St 

George; the icon in St George’s Church in Arbanassi, painted by priest Dimitar Kanchov from 

Tryavna; the icon in the crypt of the Plovdiv Bishopric; the icon in St George’s Church in 

Bistritsa, and the icon in St George’s Church in Razlog. The view that this episode is among 

the rarely illustrated has no grounds. 

 

 

 MAGNENTIUS CHALLENGING ST GEORGE TO RESTORE A DEAD MAN 

TO LIFE 

This episode of St George’s tortures is included in the Life immediately after drinking 

the poisonous drink, and more precisely, after Athanasius proposed to Diocletian to test George 

by commanding him to raise up a dead person before their eyes. It is precisely the moment 

when Magnentius asked Diocletian to untie the Saint “so that he can more easily fulfill the royal 

order;” the moment when Magnentius approached St George and told him that the time had 

come to show his marvelous works (in “Martyrdom by Pasicrates,” Magnentius himself made 

the proposal, while in Metaphrastes’ Menologion supported the proposal of Athanasius). The 

episode is followed by the prayer of St George and the resurrection of the dead man. It is not 

included as a scene in any of the five hermeneias considered. Regardless of the presence of this 

episode in the normative text, it is depicted only in one of the examined churches – the Church 
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of St George in Staro Nagoricino. The iconography of this scene is a prelude to the resurrection 

of the dead man, but emphasizes more on Diocletian and Magnentius’ insatiable desire to tempt 

the Saint, and in this way, to test the power of Christ. Inclusion of such scenes in the 

iconographic program amplifies the epic character of the visual narration. 

 

 

 ST GEORGE RAISING THE DEAD MAN / THE BEHEADING OF 

ATHANASIUS/ 

The raising of the dead man, according to the Life, is a direct consequence of the episode 

with Athanasius and the poison. Instigated by Athanasius, Diocletian ordered George to restore 

a dead person to life (here is Magnentius’ instigating role on the fresco in Staro Nagoricino). 

After the prayer of George, “the earth quaked, a grave opened, the dead one emerged from it 

alive [...] Then the glorious Roman sorcerer Athanasius, falling down at the feet of Saint 

George, confessed Christ”. In a rage, Diocletian ordered both Athanasius and the man raised 

from the dead to be beheaded, and he had St George again locked up in prison until he think 

about new torture. This episode of the Life corresponds to the “The raising of the dead man” in 

the “Martyrdom by Pasicrates” /14 and to “Athanasius and the raising of the dead man” in the 

“Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ Menologion” /15/. The episode has a long evolution as a textual 

solution and is escalating towards the “The raising of the dead men” in “Passio prima” /33/, 

making radical changes to the number of the people raised from the dead (five men, nine women 

and three children in the “Early Martyrdom,” but in the various copies, and in the Slavonic 

translations afterwards, the number is different) and as to who gave the proposal for restoring 

a dead person to life (in the early versions, he is King Tranquilinus, in the “Martyrdom by 

Pasicrates” he is Magnentius, and in the “Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ Menologion” he is 

Athanasius, backed up by Magnentius. As a scene, it is present in all the hermeneias considered. 

In Dionysius’ hermeneia, it is sixth in a row, under the title “St George raising the dead man” 

and the description: “Diocletian and Magnentius sitting on their thrones. Athanasius the 

Sorcerer standing astounded beside them. Far from them, St George praying over an open grave 

in which a dead man emerged from it alive. There is a crowd of amazed people around. In the 

background, a torturer beheading with the sword the sorcerer Athanasius and the man raised 

from the dead.” In the hermeneia of Varban G. Kolarov, it is presented under the title “The 
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Saint raising the dead man,” and in the hermeneia of Zografski family, it is ninth in a row and 

under the heading “The Saint raising the dead man.” In “The Book of Priest Daniel,” the scene 

is eighth in a row under the title “St George raising a dead man with his prayer [The Martyrdom 

of Athanasius the Sorcerer]”. In the hermeneia of Dicho Zograph, it is eleventh in a row, under 

the title “St George raising a dead man from the grave” and the description: “A hill and a 

grave. On the left side, next to the grave, is St George, on his knees, looking up to the heaven. 

The Emperor and many people surrounding him. Next to the Emperor is his deputy, 

Magnentius, and two other old men with long beards. Around the grave – trees. The dead man 

is young. And above St George – clouds and a glow.” 

The scene is first presented on the hagiographic icon of St George in the National Art 

Museum of Ukraine in Kiev (11th - 12th centuries) and then in the bishop’s church of Mani 

(late 12th century) and on the icon of St Catherine’s Monastery on Mount Sinai (13th century). 

Outside Mark-Weiner’s corpus, we find it on icons with hagiographic scenes: in the 

Ethnographic Museum of Veliky Ustyug, at the National Museum of Medieval Art in Korçë 

(the two icons from the 16th and 18th centuries), at the Sinai Icon Collection of Princeton 

University (the two icons from the 16th and 18th century), the icon by Simon Ushakov in the 

Local History Museum of Cherepovets, as well as on the altar cross from Sadgeri, Georgia. The 

images from Mount Athos include: two frescoes – in the refectory of the Xenophontos 

Monastery and in St George’s Chapel of the Dionysiou Monastery; three icons – in Agiou 

Pavlou (St Paul’s), Pantokrator and Zographou, as well as several prints from Zographou. 

Impressive is the fact that the icon from Pantokrator follows precisely the prescription of 

Dionysius’ hermeneia to integrate this scene with the scene of the beheading of the sorcerer 

Athanasius. The images from Bulgaria include: St George’s Church of the Kremikovtsi 

Monastery, St John the Baptist’s Chapel in the Nativity of Christ Church in Arbanassi, St 

George Golemi’s Church in Nessebar, St George’s Church in Sapareva Banya; the icon from 

the Church of the Mother of God in Tarnovo, painted by the icon painter John from Chevindol; 

the icon from Nessebar kept in the National Church History and Archaeology Museum, the icon 

from St Nicholas’s Church in Zheravna, the patron saint’s icon of St George’s Monastery in 

Pomorie; the icon in the crypt of the Plovdiv Bishopric; the icon on the iconostasis of St 

George’s Church in Bistritsa. 
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 ST GEORGE RESTORING THE OX OF GLYCERIUS TO LIFE /THE 

BEHEADING OF GLYCERIUS 

According to the text of the Life, after being thrown into the prison, many people, who 

had come to believe in Christ as a result of St George’s miracles, found the means to visit him 

in prison, in order to be instructed in the truths of the Gospel or to receive the healing of their 

ills. Among them was “a certain poor ploughman named Glycerius, whose ox had accidentally 

fell from a steep slope and died.” The miracle that the Saint did, restoring the ox of Glycerius 

to life, did not pass unpunished – as soon as the cheered farmer saw the ox alive, he began to 

glorify the God of the Christians throughout all the city, and eventually he was arrested and 

beheaded by order of Diocletian. The episode of the restoring the ox of Glycerius to life has 

also evolved in the various versions of the Martyrdom. In the “Early Martyrdom,” a certain 

woman named Scholastica asked the Saint to restore her ox to life. In the “Second Martyrdom 

of Dadianus type,” this episode is absent, and in the later “Martyrdom by Pasicrates” /16/ and 

“Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ Menologion” /17/, instead of Scholastica, Glycerius appeared. It 

is them who the text of the Life succeeded. As a scene, it is present in the five hermeneias 

considered; an interesting moment here is the explicitly mentioned number of the oxen depicted 

on the scene – at Dionysius (respectively: V.G. Kolarov and Zografski) the ox is only one – 

namely the restored to life one, while at Dicho Zograph they are two – one of which is the 

restored to life. This variation is also reflected in the iconographic programs – some follow the 

text of Dionysius’ hermeneia, depicting Glycerius only with the revived ox, others are close to 

Dicho Zograph’s hermeneia (actually to other much earlier icon-painters’ manuals and 

iconographic schemes) and depict the two oxen of Glycerius, one of which collapsed. Here, in 

fact, the depiction follows two different episode readings: one depicts the reality after the 

miracle (the ox already restored to life at Dionysius), while in the other – the reality before the 

miracle. If the purpose in the scene is the miracle to be displayed, which St George made with 

Glycerius’ ox, much more sense is offered in Dionysius’ hermeneia. The miracle is done in his 

hermeneia, and in the hermeneia of Dicho Zograph, it is about to happen. In Dionysius’ 

hermeneia, the scene is eighth in a row, under the title “St George restoring the farmer’s ox to 

life” and the description: “St George standing on the window of the prison, making a cross sign 

with his fingers; in front of the window is the revived ox of /certain/ Glycerius, who is fallen 

down at the feet of the Saint, thanking to him, with his arms stretched towards him. It is quite 
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logical that Glycerius’ name is missing in the title of the scene and in the hermeneia of Varban 

G. Kolarov (“The Saint resurrecting the farmer’s ox”), and in the hermeneia of Zografski (third 

in a row, under the title “The Saint restoring the farmer’s ox to life”). In “The Book of Priest 

Daniel,” the scene is ninth under the title “St George resurrecting Glycerius’ ox and the 

martyrdom of Glycerius,” uniting that miracle with the subsequent beheading of Glycerius. In 

the hermeneia of Dicho Zograph, tit is twelve in a row, under the title “St George resurrecting 

Glycerius’ ox” and the description: “A prison and a house. St George is closed inside. One large 

window with iron bars. Inside, the Saint looking out with his arms outstretched. And below is 

Glycerius, with a black sharp beard, watching the Saint with his hands stretched out toward 

him. Further, hills and two oxen and plows are seen. One ox lying dead, the other standing at 

its hooves.”   

As an image, it exists on the altar cross in Mestia, Georgia (from 11th century), as well 

as on the hagiographic icons of St George in the National Art Museum of Ukraine in Kiev (11th 

- 12th century) and in St Catherine’s Monastery on Mount Sinai (13th century). Outside the 

Mark-Weiner’s Corpus, we find the scene on the two icons of the Sinai Icon Collection of 

Princeton University (16th and 18th century), the Architectural-Ethnographic Museum of the 

Vologda region, the National Museum of Medieval Art in Korçë (18th century), and on the altar 

cross in Jvari, Georgia. The images from Mount Athos include: two frescoes – in the refectory 

of the Xenophontos Monastery and in St George’s Chapel of the Dionysiou Monastery (where 

it seems to have been painted following the hermeneia of priest Daniel – it presents in two 

separate scenes the miracle with the ox restored to life, and the beheading of Glycerius); two 

icons – from Pantokrator and Zographou, and a number of prints from Zographou. The images 

from Bulgaria include: St George’s Church of the Kremikovtsi Monastery, St George Golemi’s 

Church in the town of Nessebar, St George’s Church in the village of Zlatolist, St George’s 

Church in Sapareva Banya; the icon of the Church of the Mother of God in Veliko Tarnovo, 

painted by iconographer John from Chevindol; the icon from the town of Nessebar at the 

National Church History and Archaeology Museum; the icon from St Nicholas’s Church in the 

village of Zheravna; the patron saint’s icon of St George’s Monastery in Pomorie; the icon from 

St Demetrius’s Church in the village of Arbanassi, painted by priest Dimitar Kanchov from 

Tryavna; the icon on the iconostasis in St George’s Church in Bistritsa.  
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 ST GEORGE CROWNED BY CHRIST /THE VISION OF ST GEORGE IN THE 

PRISON/ 

This episode is not considered separately in the studies of Ana Stoykova and Mark-

Weiner, though is significant both from a textual and an iconographical point of view. As I 

already noted, when she discovered this episode on the icon by priest Dimitar Kanchov from 

1838, Mark-Weiner read it wrongly as “Christ gathering the relics of St George,” although the 

most symbolic iconographic part of the subject – putting the crown on the head of the Martyr – 

is obvious. In the theme course of the Life, immediately after the restoring of Glycerius’ ox to 

life (and a number of other miracles by which “he was deceiving the people to believe in the 

Crucified Christ”), George had a vision. On the night while he prayed fervently in the prison, 

and as he slept, he saw the Lord, Who raised him up with His hand, and embraced him. The 

Savior placed a crown on Saint George’s head and said, “Fear not, but have courage, and you 

will soon come to Me and receive what has been prepared for you.” As soon as the vision with 

the Savior ended, the Life continues, St George woke up, thanked the Lord, and asked the prison 

guard to bring his servant to him. St George’s vision in the prison constitutes a separate scene 

only in the hermeneia of Dicho Zograph, thirteenth in a row, under the title “St George in the 

prison, crowned by Christ” and the description: “A prison with huge archs. It is dark inside. St 

George is sleeping, and above him, towards his head, Christ putting on him a crown and telling 

him through inscription: ‘Fear not, George, but have courage.’” 

Earliest appearances are on the icons of St George from St Catherine’s Monastery on 

Mount Sinai (first half of 13th century) and the Patriarchate of Pec (14th century). Outside 

Mark-Weiner’s Corpus, we find the scene on an icon by Simon Ushakov in the Local History 

Museum of Cherepovets and on the altar cross from Jvari, Georgia. On Mount Athos, the scene 

was first included in the hagiographic cycle of the Saint in the refectory of the Xenophontos 

Monastery, later on was depicted on the Zographou icon, as well as in various prints from 

Zographou. The scene is found in a number of 19th century icons from Bulgaria: the icon by 

Joanikiy Papa-Vitanov in the Kilifarevo Monastery of the Nativity of the Mother of God; the 

patron saint’s icon from the Glozhene Monastery of St George, the icon from the Church of the 

Dormition of the Mother of God in the town of Koprivshtitsa painted by Zahari Zograph; the 

icon from St Demetrius’s Church in the village of Arbanassi, painted by priest Dimitar Kanchov 
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from Tryavna; the icon in the crypt of the Plovdiv Bishopric; the icon on the iconostasis in St 

George’s Church in Bistritsa. 

 

 

 ST GEORGE CASTING THE SPIRIT FROM THE STATUE OF APOLLO 

(DESTROYING THE IDOLS) 

In the theme course of the Life, the last miracle by St George, before being beheaded, 

is the destruction of the idols in the temple of Apollo: after the words of St George, “great noise 

and wailing were heard from the idols, and they fell to the ground and were shattered.” Perhaps 

due to the text of the Life, the episode with the casting the spirit of the statue of Apollo as a 

visual decision is also known under the title “St George destroying the idols.” In fact, the 

episode in the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type,” /11/ titled “The destruction of the idols 

in the temple” also points to such a title. As a text, it first appeared in “Passio prima” /29/ under 

the title “The casting of the demon from the statue of Apollo.” In the “Martyrdom by Pasicrates” 

/17/ and “Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ Menologion” /19/ the title of the episode is similar: “The 

casting of the spirit from the statue of Apollo.” The episode is very characteristic and has a 

great symbolic power (it is also a “commonplace,” as there is a similar episode in the Life of St 

Nicholas; according to the tradition of Mount Athos, when the Mother of God set foot on the 

peninsula, the idols of the pagan temple of Apollo there also fell down and were shattered). 

Nonetheless, it is present in only two hermeneias (Dionysius does not include it in his text). In 

“The Book of Priest Daniel”, the subject is discursively developed in two adjacent scenes: “St 

George destroying with a prayer the demonic idols (tenth in a row), and immediately after it, 

included is the scene “The priests of Apollo, angered by what happened, beating the Saint and 

bring him to the Emperor.” In Dicho Zograph’s hermeneia, the scene is fourteenth in row under 

the title “St George destroying the idols” and the description: “A pagan temple with domes. 

Two idols inside, and two soldiers leading St George to the idols. And the Emperor is there. 

Idols are placed on columns. The Saint is looking at them and the idols fall broken in two – the 

corps standing straight and the heads falling down.” 

The scene with the destruction of the idols is first found on the icons with hagiographic 

scenes at the National Art Museum of Ukraine in Kiev (11th - 12th centuries), St Catherine’s 

Monastery on Mount Sinai (13th century), the Byzantine and Christian Museum in Athens (13th 
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century). Outside of Mark-Weiner’s Corpus, it is present on the icons of the State Russian 

Museum in St Petersburg and the Architectural-Ethnographic Museum of the Vologda region; 

on the icon by Simon Ushakov in the Local History Museum of Cherepovets; on the two icons 

at the National Museum of Medieval Art in Korçë; on the two icons from the Sinai Icon 

Collection of Princeton University, as well as on the altar cross from the Jvari Monastery, 

Georgia. The Mount Athos images on the scene include: two frescoes – in the refectory of the 

Xenophontos Monastery and in St George’ Chapel of the monastery of Dionysiou; two icons – 

in St Paul’s and Pantokrator, as well as several prints from Zographou. The images of the scene 

from Bulgaria include: St George’s Church of the Kremikovtsi Monastery, St John the Baptist’s 

Chapel in the Nativity of Christ Church in Arbanassi, St George Golemi’s Church in the town 

of Nessebar; the icon in the Church of the Mother of God in Veliko Tarnovo, painted by 

iconographer John from Chevindol; the icon from Nessebar at the National Church History and 

Archaeology Museum; the patron saint’s icon of St George’s Monastery in Pomorie; the patron 

saint’s icon from the Glozhene Monastery of St George; the icon from St George’s Church in 

the village of Arbanassi, painted by Priest Dimitar Kanchov from Tryavna; the icon in the crypt 

of the Plovdiv Bishopric; the icon on the iconostasis in St George’s Church in Bistritsa.  

 

 

 THE DEATH SENTENCE ON ST GEORGE (AND EMPRESS ALEXANDRA) 

After the destruction of the idols, while St George was reproaching Diocletian, 

according to the Life, “pushing her way through the crowd, she cried out, ‘O God of George, 

help me, for You Alone are All-Powerful.’” And Diocletian, seeing the Empress’ fearless 

boldness, again according to the text of the Life, “was full of anger and without other 

interrogation pronounced the death sentence on both of them (George and the Empress) by 

beheading by sword.” This episode is mentioned first in the “Early Martyrdom” as “The death 

sentence of George” /31/, and then in the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type,” under the 

same title /13/. In both cases the death sentence is only on St George and is pronounced 

immediately after the beheading of Empress Alexandra by sword (moreover, in the “Second 

Martyrdom of Dadianus type,” immediately after that follow the tortures and the death of 

Polychronia, the mother of St George). In the Normative text the death sentence is already on 

St George and the Empress /18/, as is the case in the “Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ 
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Menologion.” /20/ In the five hermeneias considered, the scene is only attested in “The Book 

of Priest Daniel” (thirteenth in a row, under the title “Full of anger, the Emperor ordered to cut 

off the heads of the Saint and Empress Alexandra”). Among the iconographic decisions, I would 

highlight the scene from Visoki Dečani, in which the death sentence on St George and the 

consequent beheading of the Saint are given in a common picture field (we find a similar scene 

in the Sucevița Monastery of the Resurrection of Christ, Romania). The iconographic scheme 

of Staro Nagoricino, as well as the icon of 13th century in the Byzantine and Christian Museum 

in Athens, offer a general scene of the death sentence. In the iconographic program of the 

Cathedral of St Paraskeva (Paraschiva) in Roman, Romania (16th century) is included only 

“The death sentence of Alexandra.” The only image of the scene on Mount Athos is in St 

George’s Chapel of the Dionysiou Monastery.  

 

 

 THE DEATH OF ALEXANDRA  

The death of Empress Alexandra is directly related to the above-mentioned death 

sentence pronounced by Diocletian – she, together with St George, to be beheaded by sword. 

The Empress’s fate, however, differs in the different versions of the Martyrdom. According to 

the “Early Martyrdom” /30/, under the heading “The martyrdom and the death of Empress 

Alexandra,” the Empress was hanged on her hair and her flesh was cut with knives, then she 

was taken off from the gallows to be caught with hot pliers to her breast and finally she was 

beheaded by sword. All this, as it became clear, before pronouncing the death sentence on St 

George. In the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /12/, under the heading “The martyrdom 

and the death of Alexandria,” Dadianus ordered, first, to “scrape” the Empress, then “to bring 

melitsa (a device for gringing hemp), to put her breast in it and to torture her” and, finally, to 

behead her (again, before pronouncing the death sentence on St George). In the “Martyrdom by 

Pasicrates” /19/ the episode is included as “The bloodless death of Alexandra,” and in the 

“Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ Menologion” /21/ only the name of the Empress (“The bloodless 

death of Alexandria”) is changed. Finding ground on the normative text, the Life narrates: 

“along the way the Empress felt faint and asked to sit down; but as she sat down, she slumped 

against a wall and quietly surrendered her spirit to the Lord. Watching this, the holy martyr of 

Christ was very pleased and glorified God.” From all of the hermeneias considered, it is 
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included as a separate scene only in “The Book of Priest Daniel” (fourteenth in a row, under 

the heading “Empress Alexandra feeling faint along the way and surrendering her spirit to the 

Lord”). The same hermeneia contains the scene: “The Saint giving thanks to God that the 

Empress surrendered her soul to Him,” which we find depicted on the icon painted by priest 

Dimitar Kanchov in 1838. As iconographic subject it is actually a part of the scene “The 

beheading of St George” in Dionysius’ hermeneia: “St George standing on his knees; a 

hangman cutting off his head with the sword. Behind them, Empress Alexandra sitting on a 

stone, dead; an Angel accepting her soul.” 

The earliest depiction of the scene is in Saint Sophia Cathedral in Kiev from the 11th 

century. The images of the scene from Bulgaria include: St John the Baptist’s Chapel of the 

Nativity of Christ Church in Arbanassi; the Rozhen Monastery of the Mother of God; the icon 

of the Church of the Mother of God in Veliko Tarnovo, painted by icon painter John from 

Chevindol. The images of the scene from Mount Athos include: the refectory of the 

Xenophontos Monastery; St George’s Chapel of the Monastery of Dionysiou; the silver 

reliquary in Dionysiou and the icon in Pantokrator. When the death of Alexandra is presented, 

the Athonite scenes, in a curious way, follow the “Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ Menologion” 

where the death of the Empress is bloodless: a soldier with a sword raised above the Empress’ 

head ready to cut off her (a sign of Diocletian’s death sentence), and the Empress is depicted as 

“she surrendered her soul to God” on the way to the place of execution (a sign of the change 

that the Normative text made). 

 

 

 THE BEHEADING OF ST GEORGE 

As he approached the place of execution, St George prayed aloud to the Lord – one of 

the most recognizable and memorable pages of the Life. Actually, in all versions of the 

Martyrdom, after the death sentence was pronounced and before its execution, there is a prayer 

of St George. But in relation to the texts of the prayer, there are big differences in the early texts 

of Dadianus type and the late texts of Diocletian type. I will focus on the essential ones. We 

read in the Life: “O Lord, do not charge with this sin the torturers those in their ignorance 

acted against me, but forgive them, and show Your love to them so that they may know the truth 

and have a share in Your blessed Kingdom.” However, the Normative text went a long way to 
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reach this point. In the “Early Martyrdom,” the prayers are two: a pre-mortal prayer for the 

Kings /32/, in which St George asked God to punish them (to send a fire from heaven), and a 

prayer for the believers /33/, in which he prayed that God would give grace to all, who invoke 

the Saint. In the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type,” only the final prayer of St George is 

present /15/, in which the punishment is absent, and the text is close to the prayer for the 

believers in the “Early Martyrdom.” The scene of St George’s beheading is found in all the five 

hermeneias considered. In Dionysius’ hermeneia, it is ninth (the last) in a row, under the 

heading “The beheading of St George” and the description: “St George standing on his knees; 

a hangman cutting off his head with the sword. Behind them, Empress Alexandra sitting on a 

stone, dead; an Angel accepting her soul.” In the hermeneia of Varban G. Kolarov it is included 

under the title “The beheading of St George;” in the hermeneia of Zografski, it is fourth in a 

row, under the title “The beheading of St George.” In “The Book of Priest Daniel,” it is 

sixteenth in a row, under the heading “The death of the holy and glorious martyr George.” In 

Dicho Zograph’s hermeneia, it is fifteenth in a row, under the title “The beheading of St 

George” and the description: “Houses. St George naked, with his groins girded, on his knees. 

His hands are tied. Behind him, a young soldier with a knife had cut off his head, and it is fallen 

down, in front of him. The Emperor is in front of St George, riding a horse and pointing to the 

soldier who had cut off his head. After the Emperor, another soldier coming with a spear. Above 

the Saint – a cloud and rays down to him.”  

As an image it is attested first on the altar cross from 11th century in Mestia, Georgia. 

In the second half of 11th century, the scene was depicted in Saint Sophia Cathedral in Kiev. It 

is also depicted on the icon with scenes of the Life of St George kept in the National Art 

Museum of Ukraine in Kiev (11th - 12th centuries). The earliest image on the Balkans is in the 

church dedicated to St George in Novi Pazar, Serbia – in Djurdjevi Stupovi Monastery (1175), 

where it is partially preserved till today. In general, it is extremely popular and is included in 

all the works of the corpus considered herein, with the exception of the 16th century altar cross 

from Sadgeri, Georgia, the wall-painting cycle in the old church of St George in the Glozhene 

Monastery and the wall-painting cycle in St George’s Church in Bistritsa. The scene is present 

in all Mount Athos artefacts considered herein, except the katholikon of the Zographou 

Monastery, where the emphasis is on the apology of the Christian faith expressed by St George 

before Diocletian, and the torture on the wheel. From an iconographic point of view, an 
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important moment in the scene representing the beheading is whether the head of the Saint is 

depicted detached from the body (here I am not referring only to the falling head of the Saint in 

the scene, but the cases in which – beyond the scene with the beheading – George is portrayed 

as presenting himself to with a head cut in his hand).57 Mount Athos offers several specific 

iconographic versions of this dispositive from the 16th century onwards. The scene “St George 

with his cut off head in his hand, crowned by Christ,” can be found in the old church of the 

Xenophontos Monastery (1544), in St George’s Chapel of St Paul’s Monastery (1555, in a 

Deesis composition with Saint Paul of Xeropotamou); in the sacristy of the Protaton in Karyes 

(in a Deesis composition with St Demetrius, 1611), in the museum collection of Zographou 

(again with St Demetrius, 18th century).  

 

 

SCENES NOT INCLUDED IN THE LIFE 

These are scenes that are of undoubted interest due to the fact that neither the late texts 

of Diocletian type, which were established as a tradition in the period 8-10th century, nor the 

texts of the hermeneias (following this tradition) have them to be depicted. But if that is true 

for the Greek-speaking world, we should not forget that between the 10th and the 14th centuries, 

until the appearance of the newly-born texts, the Slavonic copies of the “Second Martyrdom of 

Dadianus type” were the official versions of that text. In general, this type of scenes do not form 

a homogeneous corpus – some are depicted extremely rarely, while others – more often 

(indicative is the fact that in the Cathedral of St Paraskeva (Paraschiva) in Roman, Romania, 

from totally twenty scenes in the cycle of the life of St George, eleven are earlier versions of 

the Martyrdom). The presence of such scenes in the iconographic programs is a clear proof that 

the depiction of the cycle of the life of St George contaminates various texts and does not refer 

only to a specific text, regardless of its normality and popularity. The scenes also show which 

episodes from the old versions of the Martyrdom were preferred for depiction from the Middle 

Ages to the late period of the Bulgarian National Revival (Renaissance). In general, the scenes 

are two types: clearly separated as a separate thematic part (the pre-mortal prayers and the burial 

of St George) or as part of a number of tortures, among which some are more emblematic and 

widespread (hooks, burning candles, cauldron), while others less commonly used in 

iconographic programs (copper helmet, prayer for the kings). Although she points out much 
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more scenes in the indexes to her study, Mark-Weiner sets out in her iconographic observations 

only six: “The torture with hooks,” “The torture with molten lead and heated copper bed,” “The 

torture with a saw,” “The torture with burning candles” (in her work, they are “torches”) and 

“The burial of St George”.58 Important scenes – both textual and iconographic – have been 

omitted – such as “St George tortured with nails” and “St George beaten with dry ox-hide 

thongs.” No attention has been paid to some less common scenes that, in their accumulation, 

are important for the overall representation of the episodes outside the Life and for the changes 

in iconography.  

Scenes of the early versions of the Martyrdom are not depicted on Mount Athos – with 

one exception that will be explained – and in fact, all the examples are outside Mount Athos. 

Some of them are from Bulgaria. In this respect, an important artefact is the Sozopol icon from 

the 16th century with the scenes “St George tortured in a cauldron,” “St George tortured with 

molten lead,” “St George tortured with hooks” and the non-typical, as iconography, scene “St 

George flagellated on a pillar upside down,” apparently close in meaning and text referencing 

to two different episodes that most likely contaminates: “St George crucified and beaten with 

dry ox-hide thongs” and “St George hanged with his head down and tortured with smoke.” The 

scenes “St George tortured in a cauldron” and “St George tortured with hooks” are also attested 

on the icon from Nessebar kept in the National Church History and Archaeology Museum. The 

torture with iron hooks was included also in the iconographic scheme of the icon from 1610 

kept in the National Museum of History and the flagellation with dry ox-hide thongs – if we 

trust the attribution made by Asen Vasiliev – was part of the iconographic program of St George 

Golemi’s Church in Nessebar (1704). In the church in Nessebar, the rare scene “St George 

tortured with nails” is also found (the only existing example from Bulgaria). In the old church 

of the Glozhene Monastery, according to the memories of P. Mutafchiev, were the scenes “St 

George tortured with a saw” and “St George tortured with molten lead.” 

At the same time, it should be recalled that in the Lives of many Christian martyrs, the 

arsenal of torture methods shows similar episodes. That is why such iconography is also known 

in the hagiographic cycles of tortures of other saints. On an icon with scenes of the life of Saint 

Panteleimon from 1842 (Nikolaos Sotiriades from Constantinople) we find scenes with the 

torture with burning candles and the torture in a cauldron; on an icon with scenes of the lives 

of St Demetrius and St Mina (both are presented with six scenes), we find the torture with 
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hooks; on an icon with scenes of the life of St Theodore Tyron from 1865 (Iv. Hadzhi Vasilev 

from Gabrovo), on an icon with scenes of the life of St Marina from the second half of the 18th 

century (iconographer Vionos), and on an icon with scenes of the life of St Panteleimon (1826) 

from St Nicholas’s Church in the village of Zheravna is attested the torture with burning 

candles; on an icon with scenes of the life of St Hypatius of Gangra (Novgorod School of Icon 

Painting) the torture with a copper ox and the torture in a cauldron are found. If we add the 

canonical scenes from the Life of St George, examples of similarities are dozens, which 

suggests that both the typology of tortures in the early Middle Ages and their complete 

iconography should be known in order to differentiate the specific stylistic variations in the 

common places. 
 

 

 ST GEORGE CONVERSING WITH HIS FATHER GERONTIUS 

If we hypothetically would search for a place for this episode in the Life, we should put 

it between the following two sentences: [St George] “was a native of Cappadocia, a son of 

illustrious Christian parents” and “his father died when George was still a child.” The episode 

first appeared in the “Early Martyrdom” /3/, where Gerontius asked George to offer sacrifice to 

Apollo, and George refused, confessing at the same time Christ to his father. Finally, after 

becoming ill, Gerontius became Christian. In the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /3/, 

the episode is repeated, however, with much more details in the conversation between them 

(George holds an ardent speech, the acceptance of Christianity by the father /his name here is 

Gerontus/ is also more detailed). From the iconographic point of view, the conversation 

between the two may contain both the father’s request for worship and the fervent defense of 

Christ by the young George, not excluding the episode in which Gerontius accepted the 

Christian faith after he became ill. The first and the second aspect are the prototype of the 

widespread scene with the destruction of the idols in front of Diocletian, while the third one – 

of all cases where somebody, convinced by the power of Christ through St George, confessed 

Him (Alexandra, Athanasius, Glycerius, Anatolius and Protoleon). As a scene from the entire 

corpus under consideration, the episode with the conversation between St George and his father 

is preserved only in St George’s Church in Recani (1360-1370). 
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 ST GEORGE DESTROYING THE GOLDEN AND SILVER IDOLS 

The place of this episode in the Life (again hypothetically) should be put immediately 

after the text described above. The episode first appeared in the “Early Martyrdom” /3/, but 

with many lacunas in the text (“And he said to him, [...] he destroyed the silver gods [...] of his 

father. And he destroyed the altars [...] and the idols...”). It is more extensively developed in 

the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /4/, immediately after St George’s father became 

Christian and reposed: “And George, filled with the Holy Spirit and faith, went and destroyed 

all the idols of his father, who were in his house, gold and silver, and he distributed all his 

wealth to the poor, with the assistance of his mother. And he did not only this, but began 

destructing the pagan altars and destroying the idols.” The episode ends with the fact that, after 

complaining of this activity of St George and accusing him of being a Christian, he was taken 

to Dadianus, where the trial against him began. The quoted text is very characteristic, as it 

shows that the episode of the destroying of his father’s idols of silver and gold is directly related 

to the subsequent distribution of his wealth to the poor (an episode attested in the Life), and 

logically related to the destruction of the idols (included in the Life at a later stage). As a scene, 

it could be found again only in Recani (1360-1370). 

 

 

 ST GEORGE CRUCIFIED AND BEATEN WITH DRY OX-HIDE THONGS 

According to the text of the Life, after the torture with the stone, the next day Diocletian 

invented the torture on the wheel. The Life does not narrate about beating the Saint with dry 

ox-hide thongs and a torture with hooks – as a text, they have been abandoned long ago, along 

with other early tortures. However, they were among the first tortures for those Christians, in 

earlier centuries, who first got in touch with the story of St George (some of the Greek and other 

languages’ versions of “Passio prima” begin with tortures such as “wooden donkey and iron 

bars” and “four machines” that Slavonic translations did not include). Though the Life tells 

about torture with ox-hide thongs, it is much later (along with that with iron shoes); there is 

another description and different iconography. Nonetheless, they are often being confused 

(Mark-Weiner does exactly that, including the two types under one title: “Beating 

martyrdom”).59 If for the “Martyrdom by Pasicrates” and the “Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ 
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Menologion” the tortures of St George (after the first meeting with Diocletian) began with a 

spear and a stone, in the “Early Martyrdom” they began with beating with dry ox-hide thongs 

(except in the Slavonic version, they are also included in the Athens Book and the Syrian and 

Coptic versions), and for the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” they began with whips and 

a copper rod. Actually, the flagellation with dry ox-hide thongs, according to “Passio prima” 

/6/, is the first clearly indicated torture applied to the Saint. When he heard the words of rebuke 

of the Saint, Dadianus ordered him to be beaten (how and with what is not specified) until his 

entrails went out, and “to crucify and beat him dry with ox-hide thongs,” and put salt and water 

on his wounds, and rub them with horse hairs. This is the first cycle of tortures applied to St 

George in the text of the “Early Martyrdom.” The flagellation from the “Second Martyrdom of 

Dadianus type” /7/, in turn, is rather a prototype of the beating with ox-hide thongs that later 

Martyrdoms of Diocletian type will follow; there, the Saint is “laid down and mercilessly beaten 

by four men with whips.” The crucified and beaten with ox-hide thongs Saint might be seen in 

a beautifully preserved scene at Visoki Dečani Monastery in Kosovo from the first half of 14th 

century. The scene is first included on a 13th-century hagiographic icon of St George at the 

Byzantine and Christian Museum in Athens. Then we find it in other hagiographic icons: in the 

Treasury of the Patriarchate of Pec (14th century, under the title “The flagellation on a ladder”); 

at the Central Andrey Rublev Museum of Ancient Russian Culture and Art in Moscow, at the 

Sinai Icon Collection of Princeton University (the icon of 16th century), the Byzantine Museum 

in Kastoria and the Ethnographic Museum of Veliky Ustyug. Interesting is the case with the 

removed frescoes from St George Golemi’s Church in the town of Nessebar. In the “Corpus of 

the Wall Paintings in Bulgaria from 18th century”, two scenes of this torture are included.60 

The first, which is kept today at the National Church History and Archaeology Museum, is 

entitled “The flagellation of St George.” The second, named by As. Vasiliev, “The torture of St 

George with ox-hide thongs” has no title and it is not clear where it is. Two are the possible 

options: either this is the scene that is currently at the National Church History and Archaeology 

Museum and which, on relation to its iconography, corresponds to the type “St George 

flagellated with ox-hide thongs” (i.e., there is no second scene and As. Vasiliev provided wrong 

title), or there are two different scenes and the missing scene is following “Passio prima” /6/: 

“St George crucified and beaten with dry ox-hide thongs.”  
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 ST GEORGE TORTURED WITH HOOKS 

The torture with hooks is also attested only in “Passio Prima” /7/ and follows the torture 

with dry thongs immediately described (in only two versions: in the Athens Book and in a 

Slavonic copy). It is part of a second cycle of tortures, including copper shoes (a prototype of 

the torture with red-hot iron shoes in the Life), hooks, strokes on the head and a stone (a 

prototype of the torture with a stone in the prison, according to the Life). Here the number of 

hooks is expressly specified (“And the king ordered to prepare six hooks and to tear his flesh 

with them”), but they are usually depicted as three. In the “Martyrdom by Pasicrates” 

(Normative text) and the “Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ Menologion” (respectively in 

hermeneias), the episode with the hooks is completely omitted. This is actually the most 

depicted scene among episodes of the early versions of the Martyrdom, which confirms that the 

“Early Martyrdom” is preserved in the period after 10th century both as a text and as a visual 

decision. There is an early depiction of the scene (from 11th century) on the altar cross from 

Mestia, Georgia, where, as I have already noted, the scene is central and this gives it extra 

strength (on later Georgian altar crosses after 14th century, the scene is no longer present). 

Some researchers believe that the scene may exist among the unsaved frescoes in Saint Sophia 

Cathedral in Kiev from the middle of 11th century, and a century later is among the five 

hagiographic scenes in St George’s Church in Nakipari, Georgia. In 13th century, it was present 

on two icons of St George – in St Catherine’s Monastery on Mount Sinai, and the Byzantine 

and Christian Museum in Athens – as well as on frescoes with hagiographic cycles in three 

Cretan churches dedicated to St George. In 1317-1318 the scene was included in the wall-

painting program of St George’s Church in Staro Nagoricino, North Macedonia – one of the 

brightest iconographic decisions preserved, and a little later in Visoki Dečani Monastery. The 

tradition of depicting the scene on icons with hagiographic scenes continues throughout 14th 

century: we find it in St George’s Church in Struga, North Macedonia, and the State Russian 

Museum in St Petersburg. In the 15th century, the scene was depicted on an icon in the Church 

of the Protection of the Most Holy Theotokos, Rogozhskoe Cemetery in Moscow. Beautiful 

examples are also found on icons from 16th century: an icon in the Byzantine Museum in 

Kastoria and two icons from Moscow, one of which is kept in Central Andrey Rublev Museum 

of Ancient Russian Culture and Art in Moscow, and the other in the State Tretyakov Gallery. 

The scene on the icon from Kastoria, which contaminates two episodes of the torture, is highly 
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characteristic: St George is pierced with a spear and on his left (with his left hand down) he is 

tortured with a hook. The presence of the scene in many Greek churches is characteristic for 

the whole period from the 14th to the 17th century, and especially in 16th and 17th centuries – 

it is characteristic also in several rich hagiographic cycles in churches from Romania. At the 

beginning of 17th century, the scene is found in an icon in the Architectural-Ethnographic 

Museum of the Vologda region. In Bulgaria, the scene is depicted on the icon from Sozopol, 

on the icon from Nessebar kept at the National Church History and Archaeology Museum (16th 

century), and on the icon from 1610, kept at the National Museum of History. The attribution 

of the torture with hooks on the Sozopol icon gives rise to debates,61 as its iconography is at 

times very close to the scene where St George is tortured with burning candles (this is 

particularly noticeable when the two scenes are depicted together as in the 14th century icon at 

the State Russian Museum in St Petersburg: the composition of the two scenes is of the same 

type, and the posture of St George’s body on the ladder in its smallest detail is identical). 

 

 

 ST GEORGE BEATEN ON THE MOUTH /THE HEAD/ 

Here we should distinguish two version of the torture, which is more achievable on 

textual level than on iconographic one: St George is “beaten on the mouth” and “beaten on the 

head.” The first version was already considered above in “The flagellation of St George” 

chapter as an episode of the Life. The second one is in “Passio prima” /7/, immediately after 

the torture with hooks: “And again he ordered to beat him on the head. And they beat him until 

his brain flowed through the nostrils from his head (and his whole body was swirling in blood).” 

We also find a similar text in the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /7/, but this time in 

another sequence of tortures: “to be mercilessly beaten by four men with whips [...] and again 

the king ordered to put him in a copper vessel, and to beat him on the head with a copper rod.” 

The only appearance of the scene in the entire corpus of studied texts is among the frescoes in 

St George Monastery in Phylla, Greece. The scene implies assimilation in other scenes, 

generally marked by the flagellation – especially when in iconography we clearly see cudgels 

(or sticks), instead of the already known ox-hide thongs. 
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 ST GEORGE TORTURED ON IRON BED /GRID; COPPER PLANK-BED/ 

After the episode with the wheel, which is a key episode not only for the Life, but also 

for all versions of the Martyrdom, the early texts of Dadianus type continue to invent tortures 

that later was abandoned. In some of the versions of the foreign-language texts of “Passio 

prima” (in the Athens book as well as in two Latin versions), we find that St George was 

crucified on an iron bed and molten lead was poured into his mouth. At the same time, in some 

of the translations (the Coptic and the Ethiopian), there is an iron bed in the torture, but not 

molten lead, while in the Slavonic, it is the opposite (an important point is that the episode with 

the bed is missing in all Slavonic editions).62 In the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type,” 

there is a similar torture, but with the variations of “copper plank-bed” and “iron grid” /9/, 

which not only don’t include molten lead but combine other types of tortures: “the king ordered 

to bring copper plank-bed and to put George on it and pile up sticks and set fire underneath, 

and six men to beat him on the back with cudgels […] and ordered again to put him on an iron 

grid and to put down burning coals and beat him with dry sticks on his back.” That’s why I 

separate these two tortures, even though Mark-Weiner united them in one. As the earliest 

appearance of this scene is mentioned the hagiographic cycle of St George in Djurdjevi Stupovi 

(1167), but, unfortunately, for a long time it is not among the preserved frescoes. We find 

images of this scene on two icons – from Struga (14th century) and the Tretyakov Gallery in 

Moscow (16th century), as well as on several frescoes in Romania: in the Monastery of the 

Beheading of St John the Baptist in Arbore (1541), the St George’s Monastery in Voroneț (first 

half of 16th century), and the Cathedral of St Paraskeva (Paraschiva) in Roman (late 16th 

century). Mixing of the copper plank-bed and the iron grid with beating with “cudgels” and 

“dry sticks” in the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” is probably one of the reasons that 

lead to the diversity in iconography of the flagellation and the substitution of ox-hide thongs 

with cudgels and sticks. 

 

 

 ST GEORGE TORTURED WITH MOLTEN LEAD /AND A STONE/ 

As I said above, we first find this episode of the tortures on St George in the various 

editions of “Passio prima.” In the course of the plot, it follows the torture on the wheel, the 
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appearance of the risen George before Dadianus, and the baptism of Anatolius when the angry 

ruler ordered Anatolius to be beheaded and George to be imprisoned: “And he ordered [his 

servants] to heat lead and to boil pitch, and upon laying him down, to pour it into his mouth.” 

And as the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” added to the copper plank-bed the beating 

with cudgels, so the “Early Martyrdom” /16/ did not leave this scene isolated and added to it 

the tortures with a stone and smoke. The scene is included in three icons of St George with 

scenes of his life: the first one is in the State Russian Museum in St Petersburg (14th century), 

the second is in Struga, North Macedonia (14th century) and the third one is in the Central 

Andrey Rublev Museum of Ancient Russian Culture and Art in Moscow (16th century). It is 

also found in frescoes from the 16th century in three Romanian churches: two dedicated to St 

George (in Voroneț and Hârlău) and in the Cathedral of St Paraskeva (Paraschiva) in Roman. 

The torture with molten lead is also included on the 16th century icon from Sozopol.63 As to its 

iconography, the icon from St Petersburg once again unified in one style two scenes: the torture 

with molten lead and the torture in a cauldron: St George’s prayer posture is the same, and the 

differences are in the form of the vessel of the torture, and in the fact that in this scene, one of 

the torturers is pouring molten lead into the vessel. 

 

 

 ST GEORGE HUNG UPSIDE DOWN AND TORTURED WITH SMOKE 

This episode of the tortures on St George is rarely depicted and does not come to the 

attention of the art specialists. We know it from the text of “Passio prima” /16/, yet in the same 

context with the above-mentioned torture with molten lead, and immediately after it: “And he 

ordered to hang him upside down and burn him with smoke.” There are only two appearances 

of the scene in the whole corpse of the artefacts considered, both in Romania: in the Cathedral 

of St Paraskeva (Paraschiva) in Roman (late 16th century) and in the Sucevița Monastery of the 

Resurrection of Christ (1602-04). In the first instance, the torture with smoke is depicted in 

parallel with the torture with molten lead, while in the latter it is separate. Regardless of the link 

between the episodes, the iconographic programs of the churches in Voroneț and Hârlău, which 

include the scene with molten lead, do not include a scene with the torture with smoke. Therein 

before, when I noted the atypical iconography scene “St George flagellated on a pillar upside 

down” on the 16th-century icon from Sozopol, I mentioned that it is similar as meaning and 
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text referencing to two different episodes of the tortures that most likely contaminates: “St 

George crucified and beaten with dry thongs” (here the beating with thongs /sticks, cudgels/ is 

present but the position of the body in the episode is normal and does not correspond to the 

iconography of the body on the icon) and “St George hung upside down and tortured with 

smoke” (here the position of the body in the episode corresponds to the iconography of the body 

on the icon, but there is no iconography of the flagellation). Such contamination of early 

episodes of the Martyrdom reveals additional perspectives for iconography. 

 

 

 ST GEORGE TORTURED WITH NAILS 

Immediately after being taken off the wheel – when the late versions of Diocletian type 

included the episode of Anatolius and Protolon, and the “Early Martyrdom” – only the baptism 

of Anatolius, in the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /9/, the king invented a new series 

of tortures involving a copper plank-bed, nails, iron grid, beating with sticks, a saw, a cauldron, 

tallow, tar and pitch, red-hot helmets and burning candles. Although all of them have been 

rejected in the later editions of the Martyrdom, some are included in the wall-painting programs. 

The tortures with nails, with a saw, in a cauldron and with burning candles stand out among 

them. Undoubtedly, one of the most specific episodes in the early versions of the Martyrdom, 

part of a multitude of tortures, forced Krumbacher to define the scene as “a barbaric preference 

for blood and violence.” The torture with nails is first found in the “Early Martyrdom” (in the 

Athens Book and the Coptic version), when in a new series of tortures after the torture on the 

wheel – with nails, stone and smoke – St George would suffer 60 nails stuck in his head. But 

the iconography of the torture with nails overlooks this text and stops at the text of the “Second 

Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /9/: “the king ordered to ram heated nails all over his body.” By 

analogy with the torture with hooks, the absence of the scene in the later and popular texts of 

Pasicrates and the “Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ Menologion” has resulted in the fact that the 

scene is not present in any of the hermeneias considered. It is first included in the wall-painting 

program of St George’s Church in Staro Nagoricino (1317-1318), with no earlier appearances 

known. In the iconographic decision, the nails are not ram all over the body, but only on the 

feet of the Saint, and this becomes a model for subsequent representations (with some 

variations: the torturer always ram the nail in the left foot of the Saint, but while on the icon 
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from St Paul’s and the fresco in Nessebar one nail is rammed, in Staro Nagoricino a third nail 

is rammed, after having already rammed three nails all in the right foot). In 16th century, the 

scene was included in two icons: the first one is kept at the National Museum of Medieval Art 

in Korçë and the second belongs to St Paul’s Monastery on Mount Athos. Although the scene 

is not typical for Mount Athos, one of the preserved examples is namely there. The icon, 

however, as I already mentioned, was given to the monastery by certain Wallachian prince and 

bears the characteristics of iconographic schemes inherent not of Athos but of the Balkans, that 

somewhat explains the closeness to the icon from Korça. The brightest example here, however 

a bit later, comes from Bulgaria: one of the removed and preserved frescoes from St George 

Golemi’s Church in Nessebar, is exactly “St George tortured with nails.” The scene, as I said 

above, is not present in the Mark-Weiner’s catalogue, probably because of its reading as 

identical to the scene with the torture with red-hot iron shoes, although the two scenes are very 

different and relate to different types of the Martyrdom. 

 

 

 ST GEORGE TORTURED WITH A SAW 

This is also an episode of the tortures, which is known from the earliest versions of the 

Martyrdom. It is a series of tortures that will be sequentially divided into scenes, but in the texts 

to which they are bound as episodes, they are directly related. The episode with the saw was 

present in “Passio prima” /19/, where the king ordered his servants to bring a saw and cut 

George in two, and in the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /20/ where, as part of a series 

of tortures, the king ordered his servants again to cut the Saint with a saw, but the saw dulled, 

the servants exhausted and they could do nothing. As a scene, it is not present in any of the 

hermeneias in question, but is nevertheless depicted. The earliest scene is found in Göreme, 

Cappadocia (11th century), and in the 14th century in hagiographic icons of St George: on the 

icon at the State Russian Museum in St Petersburg and on the icon from Struga. The scene is 

still found in: St George’s Church in Arthos, Greece (1401), St George’s Monastery in Voroneț, 

Romania (first half of 16th century), the Cathedral of St Paraskeva (Paraschiva) in Roman, 

Romania (late 16th century) and the Sucevița Monastery of the Resurrection of Christ, Romania 

(1602-04). This is the second scene of the early versions of the Martyrdom, which is present in 

the 16th-century icon of St George with scenes of his life kept in St Paul’s Monastery on Mount 
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Athos. According to P. Mutafchiev, the scene was depicted in the narthex of the old church of 

St George in the Glozhene Monastery before being destroyed in 1929 and then rebuilt.64 With 

regard to iconography, the torture with the saw figuratively follows the “requirement” of the 

text “to cut George into halves:” on the icon of the 14th century at the State Russian Museum 

in St Petersburg, we see the two torturers standing on the left and right to pull the saw 

horizontally through the head of the Saint while on the icon of 16th century at St Paul’s 

Monastery on Mount Athos, we see a vertical cut between the head and the right shoulder. 

 

 

 ST GEORGE TORTURED IN A CAULDRON 

The episode first becomes known from the “Passio prima” /19/: “And the lawless king 

ordered [his servants] to bring a saw and cut George in two […] and make a large cauldron, and 

boil lead and pitch in it, and cast his body inside [...] and bury his body together with the 

cauldron, lest the Christians come to carry away his body.” So it happened, they buried him 

with the cauldron. Thanks to the subsequent intervention of an Angel of the Lord, following the 

God’s order, the bones were spilled out of the cauldron on the ground and collected. The 

dominant here is the fear that the body of the Martyr would be used by Christians as a ground 

for their faith (something that will later become a distinct hagiographic scene), and should 

therefore be destroyed. The episode is present in a similar context and sequence, but with 

differences, in the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /9/. As a torture in the text, it follows 

immediately the description of the torture with the saw: “... and the saw dulled, and the servants 

exhausted, so they could do nothing. The king ordered [to them] to bring a cauldron, and to 

pour oil into it, and heat it extremely and to put the Martyr in it. George looked up to the heaven 

and prayed [...]. And after he had signed himself with the Sign of the Cross, he was thrown into 

the cauldron. And immediately the fire burned out and the cauldron became cold.” In the 

dynamics between word and image (following the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type”), the 

iconography of the torture in the cauldron implies that in the depiction of the body of the Saint 

in the cauldron, the fire would have already went out. However, in the depictions known to us 

we have always a burning fire. Particularly strong is the emphasis on the burning fire on the 

16th-century icon from St Paul’s Monastery – on it, the Saint has his hands spread out in the 

cauldron, the fire from under the cauldron is coming out of three sides, and at the base of the 
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scene, two servants are kindling fire, whose tongues are as high as a human. This suggests that 

either the wall-painting programs always follow the text of the “Passio prima,” whose 

connotations in relation to the fire are free, or, if they follow the text of the “Second 

Martyrdom,” they do not conform to the words about the fire and the symbolism of the scene. 

The earliest preserved appearances of the scene are from the end of 13th to the beginning of 

14th century when it is part of the frescoes of the hagiographic cycle in several Greek churches 

dedicated to St George. In the middle of the 14th century, it was part of the wall-painting 

program of Visoki Dečani Monastery, a little later than that in Sopoćani (1360-1370). By the 

end of the 14th century and in the 15th century, it is still painted in various Greek churches, 

including on the island of Crete. In the 16th century until the beginning of the 17th century, it 

appears in Romanian churches dedicated to St George (Arbore, Voroneț, Sucevița and Roman, 

in the Cathedral of St Paraskeva (Paraschiva) in Roman, the scene is accompanied by a previous 

scene – “Preparing the torture with the cauldron”). In Greece, it is also found during the first 

half of the 17th century (Phylla). The scene is also found on two icons of St George from the 

14th century, where it is depicted without contamination: an icon kept in the State Russian 

Museum in St Petersburg, and on an icon from the mid-14th century in St George’s Church in 

Struga, North Macedonia. Here, characteristic are two appearances of the scene in Bulgaria: 

one on the 16th century icon from Sozopol, and the other one on the 16th century icon from 

Nessebar kept at the National Church History and Archaeology Museum. 

 

 

 ST GEORGE TORTURED IN BOILING PITCH 

This episode of the tortures on St George is also part of the already mentioned series of 

tortures in the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /9/, where the king – immediately after 

the torture in the cauldron (“the fire burned out and the cauldron became cold”) – invented a 

new torture: “to boil lard and tar, and sulfur, and pitch, and as they boil, to pour him over.” 

According to P. Mutafchiev (see: Corpus 18, 73), the scene existed in the narthex of the old 

church of St George in the Glozhene Monastery before being demolished in 1929 and then 

rebuilt. If so, that would be the only appearance of the scene in the corpus of hagiographic 

cycles considered herein, but as it seems, it cannot be confirmed de visu. It is possible, however, 

that P. Mutafchiev confused two episodes: the torture with molten lead and the torture with 
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boiling pitch. Although textually, between the pouring with boiling pitch (“Second Martyrdom 

of Dadianus type”) and the pouring into the mouth of [boiling pitch] and molten lead  (“Early 

Martyrdom”) there is a difference, it is difficult to be achieved in the iconography. Moreover, 

the sentence with the cited torture in “Passio prima” continues as follows: “Then he ordered to 

put [a large stone] on his head and to pour it with lead,” which very much brings the two tortures 

together and makes the iconographic distinction almost impossible.  

 

 

 ST GEORGE TORTURED WITH BURNING CANDLES 

The episode with burning candles first appeared in “Passio prima” /26/, just after the 

stories about the poor widow (“The story of the bread,” “The pillar in blossom,” and “The story 

of the sick son”). When the king understood the cause of the pillar in blossom, he gave orders 

to subject St George to new tortures: “... and they beat him with whips and burnt his wounds 

with candles. And as the Martyr could not bear the wounds, he looked up to the heaven and 

said, ‘Lord Jesus Christ, take my soul!’ And he passed away.” The episode is also attested in 

the other early text – the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /9/, but in another sequence of 

the tortures. After the torture in the cauldron (the fire burned out, the cauldron became cold, 

and many people astonished and confessed Christ), a new torture invented by Dadianus follows: 

to put a red-hot helmet on his head and burn his ribs with two candles. As a scene, is not included 

in any of the hermeneias considered. It should be noted that the iconography separates the 

torture in both of the texts: in “Passio prima” it separates the torture with candles from the 

beating with quirts /thongs, whips/, and in the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” – from 

the torture with red-hot helmet. The scene appeared first on the hagiographic icon of St George 

from the first half of the 13th century in St Catherine’s Monastery on Mount Sinai. Like the 

torture with nails, the scene is characteristic for wall-painting programs on the Balkans in the 

14th century. Impressive is the scene from the first half of the 14th century (1334-1337) in 

Visoki Dečani Monastery in Kosovo. The scene is also found on the icon from the mid-14th 

century in St George’s Church in Struga, North Macedonia. It is also depicted at the same time 

on the 14th-century hagiographic icon in the State Russian Museum in St Petersburg (as I 

already mentioned, the composition and posture of St George’s body on the pillar here are 

identical to the scene with hooks). In the 16th century, it was depicted on an icon in the 
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Ethnographic Museum of Veliky Ustyug and on an icon from the Sinai Icon Collection of 

Princeton University, and at the beginning of the 17th century, on an icon kept in the 

Architectural-Ethnographic Museum of the Vologda region. In her study, Mark-Weiner defines 

the “burning candles” as “torches,”65 but both in the text of the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus 

type” (especially in the translated Slavonic versions), and in inscriptions to the scenes (see, for 

example, the scene in Visoki Dečani), the torture is explicitly defined as a torture with “burning 

candles.” 

 

 

 ST GEORGE TORTURED WITH RED-HOT HELMET 

As I mentioned above, the “Early Martyrdom” /26/ and the “Second Martyrdom of 

Dadianus type” /9/ combine the torture with red-hot helmet with two other tortures – the burning 

with candles and the flagellation. However, the iconography divides them in a curious way, as 

in the scenes with flagellation and burning with candles, the red-hot helmet is absent. The scene 

with the red-hot helmet torture can be seen only on the hagiographic icon of St George from 

the 13th century, kept in at the Byzantine and Christian Museum in Athens. On it, St George is 

with a red-hot helmet on his head, and while two torturers hold him on both sides, ready to 

flagellate him, another tears his flesh with pliers. The iconographic decision does not fit into 

the tortures suggested by the text and introduces a new one – the torture with pliers. A century 

later, on the icon from Struga, the torture with pliers was called back again as an iconographic 

code, but without the red-hot helmet (the same will be found on an icon from the 17th century 

in St Demetrius’s Church in Chrysapha, Greece). 

 

 

 ST GEORGE TORTURED ON IRON BULL (COPPER OX) 

This episode of St George’s tortures is found in “Passio prima” /17/, immediately after 

the torture with molten lead and smoke, and the various editions refer to either a “copper ox” 

or an “iron bull:” “And he ordered to make a copper ox, and to heat it like a flame of fire, and 

to put the Martyr inside.” In her notes to this episode, Ana Stoykova also provides a version of 

a “copper ox, full of nails and swords,” which, turning around, would make the Martyr into 
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powder.66 To the two appearances of the scene which Mark-Weiner notes67 (both from Moscow: 

on a 15th-century icon in the Church of the Protection of the Most Holy Theotokos, Rogozhskoe 

Cemetery in Moscow, and on a 16th-century icon in the State Tretyakov Gallery), I would add 

another 16th-century icon from Moscow in the Central Andrey Rublev Museum of Ancient 

Russian Culture and Art. As iconography, the scenes are similar both as to the color of the 

copper ox (always red) and to the way that two torturers “put” the Saint upside down in the 

copper ox, but they differ in depicting the fire lit beneath him. 

 

 

 PRE-MORTAL PRAYER OF ST GEORGE FOR THE KINGS (ST GEORGE 

SENDS FIRE FROM HEAVEN) 

The Life includes, just before St George’s beheading, his pre-mortal prayer, which, 

however, is fundamentally opposite to the two prayers of the early texts of Dadianus type. In 

the Life, the Saint prayed that God would forgive his torturers for their sins, and to show mercy 

on them, “so that they may know the truth and have a share” in His Kingdom. The prayer was 

depicted, albeit not very often, but semantically it refers to the scene of “The beheading of St 

George.” The other prayer make reference back to the “Early Martyrdom”: after the 

pronouncing of the death sentence on St George, when he was taken outside the city gates, the 

Saint prayed with two pre-mortal prayers – for the kings and for the believers. In the first one, 

we hear, “Lord Jesus Christ, who set fire at the times of Elijah [...] do set fire now on these evil 

kings and rulers, and burn them...” And – according to the “Early Martyrdom” – in this very 

moment fire fell down from the heaven. In the late versions of Diocletian type, this prayer is 

omitted, and it is also overlooked by the hermeneias. This extremely rare scene from “Passio 

prima” can be seen on the 16th-century icon in the Central Andrey Rublev Museum of Ancient 

Russian Culture and Art. 

 

 

 THE BURIAL OF ST GEORGE 

The Life is ending with the beheading of the Saint and does not narrate about the fate of 

his body afterwards. In fact, this also happens in the late texts of Diocletian type – the 
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“Martyrdom by Pasicrates” and the “Martyrdom of Metaphrastes’ Menologion”. On the other 

hand, the early versions of the Martyrdom include this episode. In “Passio prima,” the episode 

of St George’s burial is part of “The execution of George” section /34/, at the end of which, in 

one of the manuscripts, we read: “And the martyrdom of St George ended on April, 23. There 

were lightnings at this hour, and the sunlight dimmed, and everyone was in fear and trembling. 

And thus his martyrdom ended. As the Christians took his body, they hid it, and laid it with his 

mother Polychronia in a place of honor, in Diospolis.”68 With small differences, the burial of 

the Saint was also represented in the “Second Martyrdom of Dadianus type” /16/. The burial 

scene of St George was depicted at different times, which in turn shows the significance and 

the circulation of the “Early Martyrdom.”69 The earliest preserved image is the mosaic map of 

Madaba (end of 5th century), which depicts the martyrium of St George in Lydda (Diospolis). 

It is first present on hagiographic icons of St George from the 13th century: in St Catherine’s 

Monastery on Mount Sinai, and in the Byzantine and Christian Museum in Athens. In the 14th 

century, the scene is part of the iconographic program in Staro Nagoricino (1317-1318), 

combining in one space the beheading and the burial of St George. It is typical for 16th century: 

we find it on an icon at the National Museum of Medieval Art in Korçë; on an icon from the 

Sinai Icon Collection of Princeton University; on an icon from the Central Andrey Rublev 

Museum of Ancient Russian Culture and Art in Moscow, and on an icon from the Ethnographic 

Museum of Veliky Ustyug. At the beginning of 17th century, it was present on an icon from 

the Architectural-Ethnographic Museum of the Vologda region, and a century later, again on 

an icon from the Sinai Icon Collection of Princeton University. The scene is not found in the 

examined corpus of icons from Bulgaria. The iconography of the scene in Staro Nagoricino is 

remarkable: the burial is framed by a logically previous scene – the beheading, and by a scene 

that logically could be put in various places in the narrative – the slaying of the believers. The 

discursive continuity of scenes that literally enter into one another (in general, this is typical of 

the cycle in Staro Nagoricino) precedes for centuries the flow of consciousness in modern 

literature. 
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AFTERWORD 

The significance of such insights, dealing with vast corpuses of texts and images, could 

be only one: achieving better understanding of St George’s hagiographic cycle, and hence better 

understanding of the meaning of his endeavor. In other words, underlying is the understanding 

of the dynamic relationship between word and image in the depiction of the hagiographic scenes 

and cycles of St George. At the beginning, I mentioned that the image maps the territory of the 

word, I will now try to illustrate several possible maps.  

The first map presents the non-homogeneous nature of the hagiographic cycles and 

affects the preferences of the images to the word. The first fewer in terms of appearance 

scenes of the Life of St George, depicted in Cappadocia and Georgia in 10th and 11th centuries, 

show the direction of the dynamics between word and image: next to scenes such as “St George 

standing before Diocletian” stands “St George tortured with a saw” scene (Göreme, Church 

No.16); next to “An Angel healing St George after the torture on a wheel” stands “The burial 

of St George” (Belisirma, Karagedik Church). The attitude for depiction is beyond the 

conception of text canon, it chooses imaginative scenes and from the very beginning focuses 

both normative and apocryphal texts. Even where only three or four scenes are present, this 

heterogeneity is visible. The hagiographic cycles of St George from the 11th century are also 

following this trend. The first sign is Saint Sophia Cathedral in Kiev: the scene “St George 

tortured with hooks” is among its iconographic program; at the beginning of the 12th century, 

the same scene is also found in the hagiographic scenes in Nakipari, Georgia. If the insistence 

on the existence of the scene with the molten lead torture in Djurdjevi Stupovi Monastery is 

true, we have the same tendency on the Balkans at the beginning of the 12th century of mixing 

scenes of different versions of the Martyrdom. At the end of the 12th century in Megara, the 

scene “St George tortured with burning candles” is depicted next to the torture with the wheel. 

In the 13th century, churches on the island of Crete began to introduce two or more scenes from 

the early versions of the Martyrdom. At the beginning of 14th century, the iconographic 

program of the church in Staro Nagoricino deepened this leap – four or more scenes will appear 

from that moment onwards, some of which unknown as iconography until then. There will be 

hagiographic cycles, in which the images of the early versions prevail (Anisaraki, Greece) or 

even fully occupy the repertoire of the scenes depicted (Mourne, Greece); this trend will find a 

strong development in Romanian churches in the 16th century (especially in Roman). The 
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impetus for this direction of development between images and texts provide icons such as the 

13th century icon from Mount Sinai, the icons from Struga and in the Patriarchate of Pec from 

the 14th century, as well as many Russian icons from the 14th to the 17th century. This trend, 

as we have seen, is followed also in Bulgaria, though it is not so strongly expressed (most 

evidently on the 16th-century icon from Sozopol). In general, we shall assume that the images 

of early versions of the Martyrdom almost always accompanied canonical images. The big 

exception is called Mount Athos. If we do not take into account the icon in the Monastery of 

Saint Paul (Agiou Pavlou), which is donated and its origin is from Moldo-Wallachia, we do not 

find an artefact on Mount Athos that preserves the visual memory of the pre-metaphrastic 

versions of the Life of St George. In this first type map, hermeneias occupy an important place 

since they strictly follow the canon. However, some caution is required: the canon is not with 

regard to the episodes (the possible scenes following them), but with regard of the contents of 

the separate Lives. If, in the Life of St George, the torture with a saw is eliminated as non-

canonical and therefore not recommended for portrayal in hermeneias, the same torture cannot 

be omitted in the iconography of the prophet Isaiah (included in Dionysius’ hermeneia). In 

order to make the transfer from Isaiah to St George and to “revive” early versions of the 

Martyrdom, it is enough to see how in the iconographic program of the Athonite Monastery of 

Dionysiou, Tzortzis the Cretan has portrayed the two tortures side by side. If, in St George’s 

Life, the tortures with molten lead, burning candles, and a cauldron are omitted as non-

canonical, and therefore not recommended for depiction in hermeneias, in the same hermeneias 

they are recommended for depiction of the tortures of St Panteleimon (Dicho Zograph presents 

them as we see them in the iconography of St George following the early versions). Both what 

has been said, and what was covered in hermeneias, comes to life in the iconographic programs. 

When we talk about the relation of the image to the word, we should not forget that on this map 

have their places the miracles of St George outside the Life as well, though they are not 

commensurable as a distribution with the other episodes. Centuries before the Monastery of 

Zographou compiled them in one edition, they also had its line of development – from the 12th 

century, when the scenes of the hagiographic cycle began with the Saracen who was pierced by 

his own arrow, and the miraculous return of the son of Leon (in Ikvi and Pavnisi, Georgia) till 

14-16 century when separate iconographic programs include the miracles with Theopistus, the 

widow’s pillar and the miracle with the sfoungato (baked egg casserole). 
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The second map presents the preferences for the images and their circulation. 

Observations over large corpora with multiple scenes always raise questions about the 

preferences and even the frequency of appearance of the scene. According to the corpus under 

consideration, the depicted scenes from St George’s hagiographic cycles are over forty. The 

scenes from the Life are twenty-one, almost the same number are the scenes from the early 

versions of the Martyrdom (here I have considered seventeen of the most important). The most 

widespread amongst the scenes of the Life in general are: “St George standing before 

Diocletian,” the torture on a wheel, the torture in a lime pit, the destruction of the idols, and 

the beheading of St George. Of these, the scene of the destruction of idols is less common on 

Mount Athos, and in some measure we can conclude that it is due to the fact it is not included 

in Dionysius’ hermeneia. The scenes that Dionysius contaminated in his hermeneia are also 

rarely encountered on Mount Athos: the scene of the Angel, who healed St George after the 

torture on the wheel, is twice as less frequent as the torture with the wheel; the same is the case 

with the torture with a spear that is contaminated with the stone torture in the prison. However, 

it should be noted that if, in some cases, the iconographers on Mount Athos fully agree with the 

prescriptions of Dionysius’ hermeneia (St George’s Chapel in the Monastery of Hilandar), in 

other cases, they depict more scenes than the provided in his hermeneia (the refectory of the 

Xenophontos Monastery, St George’s Chapel of the Dionysiou Monastery, the icon from the 

Zographou Monastery, the icon from the Pantokrator Monastery), which indicates necessities 

imposed by the character of the liturgy. The least widespread scenes of the Life are: the 

reappearance to Diocletian, the beheading of Athanasius, the beheading of Anatolius and 

Protoleon, the Empress confessing Christ and the death of Empress Alexandra. And if there is 

some kind of narrative and iconographic logic, more difficult is to explain the fact that both on 

Mount Athos and in Bulgaria and on the Balkans, the scene with the death sentence on the Saint 

/and Empress Alexandra/ is rarely depicted. No matter how impressive the iconography of 

Visoki Dečani Monastery is, it is one of the few examples of depicting this important episode 

of the Life. Key to the Life (and to the dimension of the Saint’s achievement) scene as “St 

George crowned by Christ in the prison” is also not among the widespread. Scenes like the 

torture with red-hot shoes and drinking the poisonous drink have a higher distribution on Mount 

Athos and in Bulgaria than in the other studied regions it the corpus. The most widespread 

scenes of the early versions of the Martyrdom should be considered separately. As I have 
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emphasized on numerous occasions, on Mount Athos, as a rule, such scenes were not included 

in the iconographic programs. The only exception – the icon with scenes of the Life, given as a 

present by certain prince of Moldo-Wallachia to St Paul’s Monastery – shows that today on 

Mount Athos we can only see the scenes “St George tortured with hooks,” “St George tortured 

in a cauldron” and “St George tortured with nails.” But are these the most depicted scenes in 

accordance with the early versions? About the torture with hooks we can be sure – besides being 

the most depicted scene outside the Life, it occupies about a quarter of the hagiographic cycles 

in the observed corpus. Although it was included in many of the hagiographic cycles and is one 

of the three most widespread scenes outside the Life, the torture in a cauldron takes about a 

sixth of the corpus. The torture with nails, however, is an extremely unpopular scene, probably 

– as I have already said – because of the style similarities with the torture with iron shoes 

attested in the Life. Perhaps, scenes such as the one in Staro Nagoricino, or on the icon in Korça 

from 16th century, or the fresco from St George Golemi’s Church in Nessebar have a special 

iconographic status. The icon from St Paul’s Monastery managed to collect in one iconographic 

scheme the most widespread and the least widespread of the tortures of the old versions of the 

Martyrdom. The third most popular scene in the early versions of the Martyrdom is “St George 

tortured with burning candles,” close to it is the scene “St George flagellated with dry thongs.” 

Unlike the undisputed scene from Nessebar with the nails, the flagellation with dry thongs has 

uncertain presence in the Bulgarian space due to the impossibility to certify Asen Vasiliev’s 

attribution to the lost wall painting from Nessebar. The other episodes of the early versions of 

the Martyrdom are depicted much less frequently, but each time they come into an iconographic 

scheme, it is a sign that the image always leads beyond the canonical word. Thus, the very 

territory of the early texts of Dadianus type can be mapped in two ways – by displaying both 

the depicted and the non-depicted territories. The fact that this depiction has been going on for 

more than a millennium, shows the uneasy dynamics between word and image. The fact that 

this does not happen on Mount Athos is also a sign – namely, that the image there can be 

inspired only by the canonical word. 

The third map shows why some styles have a similar iconography in terms of styles 

of depiction (set out in the text). The icon from Sozopol is not the only example, but it is good 

as a case study because of the problems with its attribution. Scenes such as “St George tortured 

with hooks” and “St George tortured with burning candles” really have a similar iconography 
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as a dispositive to St George’s body and torturers’ gestures. The same is true for scenes such as 

“St George tortured with burning candles” and “St George flagellated with dry thongs” – it is 

enough to look at the frescoes in Visoki Dečani Monastery (it is most clear on icons where the 

scenes are located close to one another, as on the 14th-century icon from St Petersburg). Again 

in this sense, that explains why “St George drinking a poisonous drink” in Kremikovtsi 

Monastery can be misleading with the torture with molten lead on the icon from Sozopol. 

Among the most significant problems in the hagiographic cycle are the “attributed” scenes. This 

is the reason why Mark-Weiner’s Corpus does not divide into her corpus “The flagellation of 

St George (with ox-hide thongs)” (from the “Early Martyrdom”) and “St George crucified and 

beaten with dry thongs” (from the “Early Martyrdom”), as well as “St George tortured with hot 

iron shoes” (from the Life) and “St George tortured with nails” (from the “Second Martyrdom 

of Dadianus type”). In the frozen kinesics of iconography many of the gestures – which are 

more symbolic than real – really look alike, as in the plot of the hagiographic stories many of 

the narrative elements are similar. In the Menologion, after the 10th century, the episodes of St 

George’s torture associated with cauldron, hooks, and burning candles seem unacceptable and 

were abandoned. But in this same Menologion, the three mentioned tortures remained in the 

Life of St Panteleimon to the present day. It is inevitable, that at a certain period, both for icon 

painters and donors of particular iconographic scheme that was not a context in which to seek 

a decision. And then both the likenesses and the differences have to be given meaning.  

The fourth and probably the most important map – the imaginary one, unlike the 

first two – is that the territory of St George’s achievement to be written when one goes 

beyond words and images, heading the way of the meaning of the presented. High art for 

some, technê for others, occupation/profession, and for third – territory of the spirit and 

closeness to God, the dialogue between the texts and the images would be inaccessible in its 

essential depth if it does not look at the way it has reached us over the centuries. In this territory 

of the faith, the achievement of St George (the texts, the hagiographic cycles) had one meaning 

during the hard ages on the Balkans when yoke and wars alternated one another over the years, 

and another, during the shorter yet visible periods of peace and consent. That is why in this 

territory of the map, along with the tortures, two of the miracles of St George – “St George and 

the dragon” and “St George rescuing the youth from captivity” – they sound more and more up 

to date. But this territory of the faith is not only external, it is also inside us – the visible 
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boundaries that distinguish the life in the hectic city from the life in monastic solitude and the 

invisible boundaries that bring together the research approach and the admiration to the 

endeavor. 

 

 

 

 

NOTES 

1. As with the rest of the books of Athoniada Library, regarding the examined material, I rely on 

corpora of the wall paintings, researchers’ works on the subject, and editions with published ensembles 

of wall-paintings and collections of icons, and on my own field studies over the past fifteen years, which 

in some cases correct existing ideas and attributions. 

2. See: Mark-Weiner, Temily. Narative Cycles of the Life of St George in Byzantine Art. New York. 

Vol. I and II, 1977, 314 p.; Ševčenko, Nancy. The Life of Saint Nicholas in Byzantine Art. Torino, 1983, 

BOTTEGA D’ERASMO, 193 p. 

3. See: Атанасов, Г. Свети Георги Победоносец. Култ и образ в Православния изток през 

Средновековието. С., 2001. I appreciate his work on the iconography associated with St George, but 

he - following entirely Mark-Weiner – only deal with nineteen scenes of the cycle, and as we shall see 

bellow, much more are depicted.  

4. See the references in the bibliography of Tsveta Kuneva in “Проблеми на изкуството”. 

5. See: Стойкова, Ана. Свети Георги Победоносец. Агиографски произведения в 

Южнославянската средновековна традиция. С., 2016, 724 с. 

6. See: Божков, Ат., Ас. Василиев. Художественото наследство на манастира Зограф. С., 1981, 

481 с.; Прашков, Л., Ат. Шаренков. Паметници на културата на Света Гора – Атон. С., 1987, 189 

с.; Enev, M. Mount Athos. Zograph Monastery. Sofia, 1994, 487 p. 

7. See: Геров, Г. Икони от Мелник и Мелнишко. С., 2007; Кунева, Цв. Две житийни икони на 

св. Георги от Църковния музей в София. – Проблеми на изкуството, 2014, №3, 29-35; Минчев, Г. 

Чудесата на св. Георги от една икона на Захарий Зограф от 1837 г. – Проблеми на изкуството, 

2011, № 1, 20-23; Цанева, Люба. Зографи от Трявна. Славена, 2013; Паскалева, К. Икони от 

Сливенски край. 1975; Попова, Тамара. Варненски икони. Славена, 2009; Русева, Ралица. Златна 

книга икони от България. IX-XIX век. С., 2016. 

8. See: Javakhishvili, A., G. Abramishvili (Ed.). Jewellery Metalwork in the Museums of Georgia. 

Leningrad, 1986; Smirnova, E. Moscow Icons. 14th – 17th centuries. Leningrad, 1989; Косцова, А. С. 
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Древнерусская живопись в собрании Эрмитажа. Санкт Петербург, 1992; Лазарев, В. Н. Русская 

иконопись. Новгородская школа и „Северные письма“. М., 2000; Drishti, Y. The Byzantine and 

Post-Byzantine Icons in Albania. Tirana, 2003. 

9. In 1896, the Saglasie Printing Company published in Plovdiv a book with the following title: 

“Сказание за страдания и чудеса Святаго Славнаго Великомъченика победоносца и чудотворца 

Георгия. С прибавление как ся е създала святая Атонска Зографска Обител и как са ся явили 

чудотворните икони Святаго Георгия в тая Обител. Събрано и списано на българский язик в 1872 

от първаго Охрискаго българскаго митрополита Натанаила, собрата Зографскаго братства. 

Издава се в полза на Св. Зографска Обител”. This edition contains 68 pages and is divided into two 

parts. The first – “Страданията и живота на Св. В. М. Георгия” [The Life and Martyrdom of the Holy 

Great Martyr George] – follows the text of “The Lives of the Saints” written by Demetrius (Dimitry) of 

Rostov. The second, “Чудеса на святий Великомъченик Георгия [Miracles of the Holy Great Martyr 

George], narrates some of the miracles of the Saint which “the Christian godliness passed to us in 

writing.” In 1911 in Thessaloniki, in the printing house “K. G. Samardzhiev & Co” a new edition was 

published under the title “Живота, страданията и чудесата на светаго великомъченика, 

победоносца и чудотворца Георгия” [The Life, Martyrdom and Miracles of the Holy Great Martyr, 

Victory-bearer and Wonder-maker George], which repeated, with small changes, the edition of 1896 

(the third and the fourth part of it – “Zographou Monastery “and “Prayer to the Holy Great Martyr 

George” are new). In 2008, when it published a second and revised edition of “The Lives of the Saints” 

by St Dеmеtrius (Dimitry), Metropolitan of Rostov, the Zographou Monastery added to the text (under 

the 23rd of April) “The Life, Martyrdom and Miracles of the Holy Great Martyr, Victory-bearer and 

Wonder-maker George,” a new section: “Miracles of Holy Great Martyr George,” reprinting the first 

nine of the ten miracles of the two books, and instead of the tenth, it included “The Miracle of St George 

with the Bulgarian.” Then a new section was created – “Miracles of Holy Great Martyr George, related 

to the Slavonic-Bulgarian Monastery of St George Zographou” – where is reprinted first the missed 

tenth miracle from the previous two editions, and then the story of the founding of the Monastery and 

the history of the miraculous icons of the Saint in it. 

10. See: Стойкова, А., op. cit., 371-631, as well as the tables of the episodes (105-106, 343-349).  

11. Regarding the presence of St George’s miracles in hagiographic literature, see: Дуйчев, Иван. 

Разказ за „чудото” на великомъченик Георги със сина на Лъв Пафлагонски, пленник у българите. 

– In: Българско средновековие. С., 1972, 513-528; Иванова, Кл. Bibliotheca Hagiographica Balcano-

Slavica. С., 2008, 516-523; Стойкова, А. Чудесата на св. Георги от Стишния пролог в балканската 
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кирилска книжнина. – In: Език и история на българските средновековни текстове. С., 2002, 152-

164. 

12. See: Медич, Милорад. Стари сликарски приручници. Београд, 2002, II; in particular: Књига 

попа Данила [The Book of Priest Daniel], 1674, and Ерминиjа Породице Зографски [Hermeneia of 

Zografski Family], 1728. The last hermeneia ends with the words: “The end and glory to God. Amen. 

This book was written by Yankoul Silyanov, iconographer”. The manuscript is kept in the University of 

Skopje (397-408). 

13. Kostadinka Paskaleva, who – despite omitting one of the scenes – notices this gesture on the 

iconography (and even quotes Myslivec’ observations leading to the “Early Martyrdom”), but fails to 

identify it. See: Паскалева, К. Паскалева, К. Църквата „Св. Георги” в Кремиковския манастир. С., 

1980, 84. On the correction of the number of scenes in the Kremikovtsi Monastery, See: Кунева, Цв. 

Житийните цикли на св. Георги в арбанашките църкви „Св. Димитър“ и „Рождество Христово“. 

– Проблеми на изкуството, 2010, №2, 27. 

14. See: Гергова, Ив., Е. Попова, Е. Генова, Н. Клисаров (Съст.). Корпус на стенописите в 

България от XVIII век. С., 2006, 106-107. 

15. See: Логвин, Г. Н. София Киевская. Киев, 1971, 36-37, 50, 178. See also the book of Mark-

Weiner, p. 37 (N. 4) and pp. IV-VI. 

16. See Javakhishvili, A., G. Abramishvili (Ed.). Jewellery Metalwork in the Museums of Georgia, 

№127-129 
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helped the widow’s pillar to be put on the right side of the erected in his honor church, it is likely that 

the monastery traditions are particularly insistent, because the so-called “Phanouel” miraculous icon of 

St George in the Zographou Monastrey is also placed on the right side of the Monastery katholikon on 

its own proskenetarion (veneration stand which held the icon). And as, according to one tradition, the 

right pillar came to his church with his assistance, so did the icon from the right proskenetarion, 

according to other tradition, again, with the assistance of St George. This scene is not widespread outside 

of the Zographou Monastery. We notice it on an icon by Zahari Zograph kept in the crypt of the Plovdiv 

Bishopric, which we can undoubtedly associate with the spirit and tradition of the Zographou Monastery. 
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48. All the citations further in the text, as well as the references in brackets of the episode numbers, 

for your convenience follow the texts of the four editions of the Martyrdom, included in the above-cited 

book by Ana Stoykova, p. 373-631. 

49. Ibid., 69, 85. 

50. On the common depiction of St George and St Demetrius on the icon from Sozopol, see: Кунева, 

Цв. Две икони на св. Георги от Църковния музей в София. – Проблеми на изкуството, 2014, №3, 

29-35. 

51. Ibid., 31. 

52. In some texts, the word “stocks” is used (клада, -ы, fem. in Bulgarian, ξύλον in Greek – wooden 

structure for ankles or a neck, a wooden torture “claws”; Ana Stoykova drew my attention that the word 

is found in Codex Suprasliensis from the 10th century and in the Old Bulgarian translation of the 

Apostolos (Epistle Lectionary). Therefore the scene is occasionally entitled “St George tortured in 

stocks.” Probably this is what Asen Vasiliev is referring to as the unpreserved scene “St George in 

stocks” (see: Корпус на стенописите от XVIII век, 106). The same is done by Sv. Radojčić with the 

title “The torture in the stocks” in the description of the icon in the Patriarchate of Peć (see: Вайцман, 

К., М. Хадзидакис, Кр. Миятев, Св. Радойчич. Икони от Балканите. Синай, Гърция, България, 

Югославия. София – Белград, 1966, CIV) 

53. Ο Άγιος Δημήτριος στην Τέχνη του Αγίου Όρους. Θεσσαλονίκη, 2005, 94-123. 

54. See: Кунева, Цв. Житийните цикли на св. Георги в арбанашките църкви „Св. Димитър“ и 

„Рождество Христово“. – Проблеми на изкуството, 2010, №2, 22-23. 
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55. See: Mark-Weiner, 48, 52, 85, 90, 93, 99. In some of these cases, Mark-Weiner notes that she is 

not sure about the attribution and rightly, since it is related to the torture in the lime pit. Suffice it to 

point to the icon of Priest Dimitar Kanchov from 1838, regarding which she made this fault (about the 

same icon she also noted the scene “St George crowned by Christ in the prison” as “Christ gathers the 

mortal remains of St George.”  

56. See: Mark-Weiner, 165-173, who notes that the scene is not among the most widespread in 

Byzantium. In fact, it replaces the two scenes – the torture with the red-hot shoes and the torture with 

nails (see p. 47 of the cited work, No. 24). In her interpretation of the scene in Staro Nagoricino (168), 

she is obviously hesitant because she points to the image inconsistencies in this episode of the text, 

relating to /the absent/ iron shoes. G. Atanassov, strictly following her makes the same mistake, and 

notes that the torture with iron shoes is most extensively represented in the fresco from Staro Nagoricino 

(see Atanasov, G., cit. work, 294), while it represents the torture with the nails. 

57. See: Mark-Weiner, 240-241. 

58. See: Mark-Weiner, 107-251. 

59. See: Mark-Weiner, 174-181. 

60. See: Гергова, Ив., Е. Попова, Е. Генова, Н. Клисаров (Съст.). Корпус на стенописите в 

България от XVIII век. С., 2006, с. 106-107. 

61. First see: Matakieva-Ilkova, T. Christian Art in Bulgaria. Sofia, 2001, Borina, 66-67, where the 

scene with the hooks is mistakenly described as “St George on a pillar, tortured with poison.” Regarding 

the torture with hooks on the icon from Sozopol, see: Кунева, Цв. Две икони на св. Георги от 

Църковния музей в София. – Проблеми на изкуството, 2014, №3, 29-35. The difficulty in identifying 

the icon from Sozopol comes both from the posture of the body (usually with arms raised and tied over 

the head to “rip and heat the ribs,” but here dropped and close to the body) and the way they represent 

the two torturers. The tool of the right-standing torturer of St George is difficult to be determined, the 

most visible part of it is the handle. Recognition of the torture with hooks is done through the standing 

on the left side of St George torturer, as the branches of the hooks are visible here. The clearest marker 

for torture with hooks is actually the vertical bloody incisions on the body of the Saint that can be seen 

on both sides, and which the torture with candles could not cause. That is why in the debate between 

Mark-Wiener, Ts. Kuneva (both holding the view that this is the torture with hooks) and R. Ruseva (she 

defines the scene as “The Saint tortured on a pillar with fire”), I tend to support the first view. 

62. See: Стойкова, А., op. cit., 153, 241. 

63. See: Mark-Weiner, 187-191; Кунева, Цв. Две икони на св. Георги от Църковния музей в 

София. – Проблеми на изкуството, 2014, №3, 29-35. The debate whether the icon from Sozopol 
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depicts the scene of the poisoning of St George (R. Ruseva) or the torture with molten lead (Mark-

Weiner, Ts. Kuneva) is largely due to the body’s dispositions: although the texts of the early versions 

of the Martyrdom explicitly states it (and thus clearly refers to the torture with lead), in the iconography 

of the scene in the Kremikovtsi Monastery, the non-typical position of the body of the Saint (and of the 

bent torturer) in the handing the poison, they can mislead. This is the case with the torture with molten 

lead.  

64. See: Гергова, Ив., Е. Попова, Е. Генова, Н. Клисаров (Съст.). Корпус на стенописите в 

България от XVIII век. С., 2006, 73. 

65. See: Mark-Weiner, 220-224: Martyrdom with torches. “Torches” instead of “burning candles” 

is also in G. Atanassov, op. cit., 302-303. 

66. See: Стойкова, А., op. cit., 105, 118, 153. 

67. See: Mark-Weiner, 82 (No. 87), 83 (No. 89) 

68. In one of its copies, “Passio prima” also gives a second option about the fate of the body of the 

Saint – by order of Dadianus, the body was burned, taken to a high mountain and spread by the wind. 

See: Стойкова, А., op. cit., 191-193. 

69. Regarding this scene, Mark-Weiner distinguishes in her study the “Funeral procession,” 

“Funeral of St George” and “Burial of St George”, however, the various textual descriptions is not based 

on either different texts or large differences in iconography. 
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